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Special Note

In my earlier booklet UFOs \ History, 1952 November-December,
pages 47-48, there is a reference to a ''Sunner Study Report"" "3v
first unpression was that this report was the CIA QSI studv eftore
of August 19S2 This impression turned out to be incorrect 'fiat
the "Summer Studv" really was is discussed in this booklet "Tie
story is quite unportant
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INTRODUCTION

In 1949 the success of Communisn m China raised the ^lghtemnt, p-os
pect of a hostile Smo-So\iet military colossus, and when the Russians
exploded its own A-bomb in ^gust thai >ear it meant that America could
no longer even count on a technological advantage

To meet the challenge mam super-secret deliberations were convenec,
and one of the first decisions was the Ajr Force Science Advisor. 3oard
authorizing the "Air Deiense Svstems Engineering Oomittee" to be heaaed
by Air Force scientist Dr George Valley

However, as nan> new committees and proiects came under consideration,
a serious difficulty arose This difficulty had to do with polio

The policy problem originated with the brilliant Dr Robert Oppenheimer
who was chairman of the wiDortant General Advisorv Connnttee which nase
him the top man in Anenca's nuclear weapon development and research pro
gram Oppenheuner either served on, or acted as a consultant to, e\e".
committee and project of consequence

The first hint of trouble was when Air Force Chief of Staff General
Hoyt Vandenberg snubbed Oppenheimer by selecting Dr Vannevar Bush to
stud) the evidence of the Russian detonation Moremer, when scientists
Ivan Getting and Louis Ridenour suggested a special strategic nuclear
weapon studv, General Vandenberg and Air Force Secretan Thonns cinletter
issued direct orders to bar Oppenheuner from am role and also to forbid
the GAC chief access to classified Air Force documents These examples
of animosity were due to Oppenheuner's attitude toward something the Air
Force High Command wanted very badly

When Russia became a nuclear power, some American ph\sicists suggested
that America could regain military supremacy by building a hydrogen bomb
Theoretical work on a super-bomb had been conducted in a leisurel) fash
ion since the end of World War II and although little had been done it was

felt the principle was feasible Shortl> after learning of the Russian
nuclear test, president Truman phoned Oppenheuner to ask what he believed
should be the appropriate response Oppenheuner merely replied "keep \our
shirt on "

When Dr Edward Teller was told about Oppenheuner's air of unconcern,
he was outraged and immediately launched a personal campaign to win sud-
port for a high priorits H-bomb project A passionate anti-Communist,
Teller's view was that America had to deal with Russia from a position of
superiority --not parity Other influential persons rallied to Teller

like Dr Luis Aliarez and Dr Daivd Griggs, as did General Junm\ Doolittle,
retired but still a high level consultant to the Air Force

The Air Force High Command agreed totallv with these men The dominant
Air Force view, strongly held bv men like Generals Vandenberq and Le Mav,

and Secretary Tinletter, was that all resources should be reserved for
strategic bombardment and if a bic bomb could be built, the bigger the bomb
the better

Oppenheimer opposed the "super" on two grounds, one ethical and one prac
tical His ethical reason was that the proposed H-bomb would be so mcred-

ibl) destructive it would far exceed an> rational military justification, so
its use would be inmoral His practical reason was that it would be simple

and cheap just to boost the power of conventional fission bombs to a 500
kiloton size which would adequate for strategic purposes and thereb\ permit
much of the nation's limited resources to be allocated to a tactical de-
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ton, who had requested Dr kaplan to investigate the ' fireballs," wanted arswe's

but Kaplan put hijn off ana asked to confer with I> Teller and Dr George Crm-ov.
(another pro-strategic bombing advocate) Events are -nurky but the fireball
problem was shunned aside bv calling it a possible geonagneTic phenomenon, ana

the flvin^ saucer pro)ect, GRUDGE, was killed off almost immediately after Gen
eral Vandenberg's air sampling aircraft detected traces of the Russian nuclear

explosion UFO reports were still being forwarded to hnent Field, but thev

were not being investigated or verified General Cabell was evidenth Kept m

the dark about this until the Ft Monmouth incident of SeDtember 20, 1951 when

he personally took an interest in the New Jerse> case in order to assist a vfr
Johnson and a Mr Brewster of Republic Aviation who were standing in for a "proup

of top U S Industrialists and scientists" which was, evidently, a "nroject

UNCOIL "

Much is still hiphl\ classified and therefore not available to elucidate

us, but it is evident that the flying saucer question m 1949-52 had scoe
effect on the intense, top sec-et, debates about wnether or not to launch a
major acceleration of the arms race

What we do know is that the "Long Ran^e Objective Panel" did authorize

a narrowly focused effort, which was to anaUze proposed means to de\elope

an air defense network for the continental United States called project

LINCOLN While we do not know who \oted for LINCOLN on the LROP, or how

the\ felt about it, its possible it was Oppenhemier1s idea

Dr Griggs became alarmed in 1951 when he heard rumors that prospective
members of project LINCOLN were being told that for the sake of world peace
the Air Defense Canmand should be strengthen and the Strategic Ajr Coircnand
sacrificed, done away with to demonstrate the lacK of aggressive intentions

oi the United States Dr Criggs blamed this on what he called the "ZCRC

cabal," a group composed of Drs Zacharias, Oppenhemier, Rabi, and C C

Lauritsen, which was suppositively engaged in "nefarious anti-Air Force

schemes "

The climax of the "Teller-Oppenhanier" battle was reached in March 1955

when the newly elected president, Dwight Eisenhouer, wa* forced to make a

decision whether to approve a big expansion of the Air Defense Command uh en
the Air Force top brass feared would be done at the expense of the Strategic
Aii" Command

It should be clear to the reader at this point thar the Air Force haa a

very good reason to be anti-UFO besides the ones usuallv assigned that ser

vice branch bv students of the aerial phenomenon Apparentl\ the subborn

ability of the UTOs to regain unexplained gave aid and comfort to the Oppen

hemier crowd The tunmc or the "Robertson Panel," which is covered in

this booklet, may not have been accidental convened as it was just before

Eisenhower's decision

More about all this is given m the text that follows
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Nmeteen-fifty-three is known among students of the UFO mystery as the year
of the "Robertson Panel," one of the most signicant events in UFO historv be
cause the results of this panel's deliberations determined U S Air Force policy
toward UFOs for a span of approximately ten years For that reason the story
of the panel will be treated in great detail

Of subordinate interest, but which also needs to be covered, were the two
wavs concerned civilians responded to the ever growing UFO controversy One

SefTljnt °f the ^bllc S0U8ht to undertake more or less objective investigations
and data gathering, while another group indulged in sensationalism with occult
origins

Finally, as we shall see, UFO sightings continued throughout the year

The southern shift

The southern movement of UFO reports of the wave of 1952 continued into 1953
The number of incidents had fallen off quite a bit but the general shift was
still toward the Equator and beyond

The forward edge of the 1952 UFO wave reached the region of Peru in South
America and central Africa on the other side of the Atlantic toward the end of
year By December 1952 UFO reports began to come in from South Africa, India,
and New Zealand

"Space station" over India

Ch December 4, 1952 and again on December 10th, a "luminous noctural object"
flashed over southern India (The state of Madras) Reports mention a blue-
green colored obiect that spewed orange sparks as it passed east to west on a
horizontal course The object was seen fran locations as much as 400 miles
apart indicating a great altitude Witnesses variously described the pheno
menon as a "flying saucer," "the Moon's younger sister," and as a "space stat
ion " Some suggested a "space station" because of its two appearances uhich
indicated it was in orbit around the Earth 1

New Zealand

A faintly hissing, glowing, green-colored, sphere sailed over the town of
Pluimerton, New Zealand, the evening of December 6, 19S2 The object travel
ed south Witnesses said it had a "band of bright lights "

That same night, at 9 45 p m , a similar object was seen moving toward the
southeast, also hissing as it passed over Palmerson, New Zealand This "ob
ject," a green-colored ovoid, joined up with another round thing, blue in
color, and together the two UFOs left the sky above Palmerson and sped south
The blue obiect took up a position above the gTeen-colored one as the> both
moved away

Other reports came in from the New Zealand towns of Chnstchurch K\eburn,
Invercargill, and haipahi Moveover, at 10 p m (day not identified! a blue
obiect with a light-colored spot located at its center, was sighted in the air
above Melbourne in Australia 2

Rhodesia, South Africa

A supposed "luminous object' was sighted over Bulauayo, South Rhodesia m
earl> January 1953 A manager of a photographic studio, a Mr Barne> Wayne,

obtained a strange picture which shous a funm-looking 'discoid shape" but one
critic claims that a close examination disclosed "tightlv spaced vaptr nails'

produced b* an aircraft as the UFO 3 4
Some years later South African Defense Headquarters acmitted that its Ro\al

Air Force had entered into a regular exchange of UFO mtormation with the U S

military as early as 1953 Little evidence of such act nit) can be found in

official files available S

The "second wave "

■k faint indication of a "second wave' continued to manifest itself with re
ports coming in from the northern tier of the U S and northern EuroDe

On January 1, 1953 a U S Air Force enlisted man at Oldtown, Maine, notified

the Air Defense Camand radar site, the "65th AC&W squadron,Charlestown, that

the following was observed

"A round, small object, whirling on top, looked li/e a star vith a ring

around it, flasing on and offlwas seenl It moved in a KKE direction,

changing direction and color smiltaneously, flashing the followlrg

colors m sequence t^een, v.hite, red, blue and white Object \-ould

spin, stop, spin in the opposite direction, and ston again " 6

Craig, Montana

According to a witness

" on the night of January 1, 1953, at approxunatel/ 2045,11]

sighted an object which to the best of my knowledge was a f1>ing

saucer I was driving mv car ten miles south of Cascade, near the

Missouri River, on highway 91 when I saw this object When I first

saw the object I estunate that it was five miles awa\, and it camp

right at me, and when it was 100 to 200 feet over the river and

directly opposite me, it started to climb rapidly, sta\ing in a hori

zontal position at all tunes It continued to c1jt,d until out oi

sight

"The closest the obiect came to me was 50 to 100 vards awav, and
approximately 50 to 100 feet above the river The object was silver

in color, shaned as a saucer, and had a reddish glow from the bottom

The leather conditions were clear, a bright moonlit night, with a

slight wind

'The object appeared from the south west and headea towards the

north-east when out of sight I estimate that I sav. the object v.nen

it v,as five miles in front of me, and kept it in sight until it v,as

five miles away from me I estimate that it was in m\ $it;ht fo1-

approximately ten seconds, therefore I estimate the speed at 3600

miles ner hour " "

Calgary, Alberta, Canada

DirectX north of Montana, and some 15 minutes after the incident at

Craiq, a luminous obiect was seen above the northwest horizon b\ a nan

and his wife living m Calgarv, Alberta The couple viewed the bright

object as it hovered motionless for some ten minutes After that period,

the thine shot awav with "fantastic acceleration " 8

Public awareness

A brilliant "explosive" fla^h detected on the planet Mars b\ the Japanese
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astronomer Tsuneo Saheki in 1952 prompted Bill Kreh of HIT na^azine to write

an article for the January 1953 issue that asked "Do thV^Tartians Have the
Atom Bomb7" Equally farfetched was Trop Me Ckusky's essav in the January

issue of SIR' entitled Did The Aominable Snowman Come "ran Mars'*'
More soEir reading could be round in the January issue of Popular Science

entitled ""How To Expose Flying Saucers" by Ralph Sterner who suggested that

the magazine's readership could build a camera equipped -ith a diffraction
grating in imitation of an announced U S Air force UTO sky search project

A publication not readily available to the general public but of interest
nonetheless. Air Craft flash, the nonthly publication ot the Civilian Ground
Observer Corps"Thad a UTO article on page four of its January issue The
article discussed a hypothetical UFO case, which at first seemed mysterious

but later proves to be a balloon According to the article, the Air Defense
Command was interested in unusual aerial phenomena and ^ad distributed a
special regulation to that effect 9

"Quick reaction Intelligence team "

The following may not be what the GX writer alluded to since it was of a
classified nature but in any case it is certainly of interest to the UFO his
torian On January 3, 1953 Air Defense Ccnmand Regulation 24-4 authorized
manpower for the 4602nd Air Intelligence Squadron The -nission of this unit
was the quick reaction to recover "people, paper, and hardware" for Intelligence
information that could contribute in any way to the air defense of the United

States 10 *

By mid vear UFO investigations would be turned over to the 4602nd, a well
trained and well equipped organization It may be onlv a coincidence, but no
sooner had this unit been established,and made ready, it received its UFO job

The complete history of this obviously sensitive military organization is

hard to obtain, of course,, but the need for such an outfit was real enough to
some in the Air Force Whether one believed in the extratraterrestnal theory
or the Russian theory to explain UFOs, plainly someone m the Hiqh Command
thought it was the right moment to establish such a special group, although we
know the military had been sending out search teams for \ears prior to 19S3
The reader of these lines can well imagine the Aj.r Force's need for a "quick
reaction" to a "saucer crash" since that would certauUv be an extremely sen
sitive event In fact, subbom rumors of the recoven of several flying disc
fragments had surfaced in 1952 when it was said a ground team recovered some
bits of metal from the yard of a Maryland farmer during the Washington D C UFO

*An official Aj.r Force document dated years later r13 November 61) des
cribed the duties of the 1127th USAF Field Activities Group which inherited
the work of the 4602nd "Unidentified Flying Objects 0F0) Headquarters USAF
has established a program for the investigation of reliably reported unident
ified flying obiects within the United States AFR 200-2 delineates 1127th
collection responsibilities " (Air Force Regulation 220-2 specifies how in
vestigations into UFO reports are to be conducted and by whom public state
ments shall be made )

t lap ot July ■ The "Condon report" claims that the \ir force said it Md
no knowledge ot such ir laments ilthounh University ot Color ido 'mesti^ator
Rov (.raiy idmits the fm,*mt.nts' ' existence and whereabouts would not neces
sjrilv be revealed to this project ' 11 Naw Rear \dmiral ifeibert 3 VrwUes
acknowledged the e-astence ot one of the pieces in a letter dated \ui,na=.t 2",
1%1 The most important part ot knowles missive reads

1 [t was a chunk ot inoi phous rretal-like structure, biownish in color
uhere broken, with a curved edge indicating the whole thing to have been
not over two teet in diameter The edge was rounded m cross section,

perhaps a quarter inch thick and obviously swelled to a considerably
greater thickness at the center The outer surtace was smooth but not
polished, and at the broken sections there were obviouslv iron particle*
ind even evidence of iron rust I would say that the weight was sone- ^

what lighter than if of solid iron, but it was not 'extremely li^ht ' '12

The continuing George Adanski story

The civilian UFO investigative group, APRO, received quite a tew mquries
throughout January about any and all information concerning the supposed en
counter with a tlying saucer pilot by a Ceorge Adamski of "alley Center,
California The \PRO staff could otfer no help on that score and did rot
even have the Phoenix newspaper article discribmg the incident, however the
staff was taking steps to learn what it could WO did note that such a _
>arn was hardlv new since back on October 24, 1952 an Italian by the -larre ot
Gian Piouro Monguizi claimed to have photographed a saucer and its pilot
that was supposed to have landed for a few moments on glacier in the Alps 13
(The pictures have never been taken too seriously and look very much like
crude models photographed on a table-top)

It is interesting to note that in mid-October 1952 George Adamski's rune
appeared m the third issue of Coral Lorenien's APRO Bulletin under the
title "Predictions " It was stated that before November :ist sonethin^
amazing was suppose to occurr "Prof Adamski, amateur astronomer of "alle\
Center, California, predicts that events which will take place within t^e
next six weeks will lead the world population to believe in space travel 14

te A.ir Force was not blind to the this phenomenon of Adamski and others

of his ilk

"During the phase in which Special Report "14 was in preparation(19S:-
1954) the project attracted a Public Relations aspect that remains with
in todav This came about through a National interest in reported
sightings, Science-Fiction publications of alleged contacts with visitors
from space, fomation of psuedo-scientific organizations, hobby clubs,
and self appointed individuals who investigated UFO sightings The
radar sightings in Washington D C during July 1952 tended to give sub
stance to UFO reports News coverage during this period was extremely
high and General Samford conducted a press conference on 29 July 19S2

to explain the situation " IS

The situation at Palomar Gardens

* The reader is referred to the booklet lJFOs A Histor

December pp 8 9

1952 November-
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A woman named "Irina" visited Palanar Gardens an January 3, 19S3 art she
scans to have been a rational witness to the situation there In a written
statement made in 1955 this woman states that she remembers Lucy Me Ginnis,
Adamski's private secretary, taking her aside and making a 'Very confidential"
request for money According to Irma the Palanar group never seemed to have
two mckles to rub together Irma also noticed that a cabin was under con
struction which was to house George Hunt Williamson, Karl Hunrath, and Jerrold
Baker All thrw had moved in bag and baggage late in 1952CThis could not
nave helped the money problem any) 16.

Irma would later marry Baker and had nothing negative to say about him
As for the other two, rtmrath, she was told, was an "inventor par excellence "
The German gentleman bragged that he had devised a "nagnetic frequency mach
ine that was suppose to "force down flying saucers " and was having it ship
ped to California so it could be set up at Palanar Gardens Of Williamson,

5 S6* ,llttle f*cept t^t the man had been in "low spirits" for sane time
and Adamski was doing his best to perk him up

The trio of Baker, rtmrath, and Williamson were making plans to establish
what they called the "Adaraski Foundation " This "foundation" was to be
sane sort of clearing house for UFO data, a "Grand Authority" which would
draw upon the expertise of all three Hunrath's contribution was to be the
electromagnetic machine" he had dubbed "Bosco ■• On the other hand, William

son advoided the nuts and bolts approach and favored the occult, slipping into
trances during which "space intelligences" would use his vocal chords to"
mumble elaborate messages, sane of them unintelligible Being heavy on the
psychic or occult did not have great appeal to Adamski Adamski did have
a pragmatic side as indicated by his flirtation with socialism, but a case
might be made for Adamski feeling his place as top dog was challenged by
Williamson taking on the role of "oracle "17

t^JS" Inaa.confronted Adamski about his method of educating people about his
cSSSfhTfJ? ^ ^"""/l^tiire circuit veteran uS/S ' £
££?•• 18 'mystical- because people wanted things on a very material

n-M^Sf*11? IP .lraa '.Hmrath "as also beginning to practice occultism. This
sSrS^eaTlv^'lV6^ ?S the i"™***'* "her «* personality traits
moods^eJe 3S 2JE™ "aBsklls "■"* George Williamson's "low element"
!n7aroS S *^T LTif^L J° Adamskl *** thr« "^ "ere just naug
ht ?£ SlL^ffiK!"1* tf **food * ** ***Wlth n0 ^^t0

January 4th "Flying cigars over Haifa."

According to the Jerusalem Post

•fW^ "J""11"8 *lm WOTk m the **» ^ "ea to town saw a
J}y^Cl^r ***** fran *** clouds °ver a quarry 4 5 kiloneters on
the Haifa-Nasareth Road at 4 12 p » , one of ST?oU t£ S5"!d5
sd^S 3&,?LU£lX *?> ™ "Bar-shaped, and moved aiTgreat *
3J2, cJS; vTibL^L5^either "" ■*»the ~-* the
niSF&fiSr 8010 90 seconds after u chan8ed directim
^^TWoJlym^saucers were seen over Mt Carmel last Thursday by several

Blue lit object over Florida

Florida

"Four miles north of Eau Gallie, Florida, the east side of US*1 4
January 53 at approximately 1845 hours Mrs ( deleted) sighted an
object that resembled the 'Davis Air Craft Wing • There was not any
fuselage The object was 500 feet or less m altitude flying very
fast 500 miles per hour or more Mrs C deleted) saw the object
for 2 or 3 seconds It approached from a north-northwest direction
in a slight turn and departed in a south-southwest direction There
was not any sound The light from the Neon signs on the 'Westchester
Motor Court1 illuminated the lower surface of the object Mr (
deleted) saw at least four and not more than ten blue lights on the
lower surface as shown in his drawing which is inclosed The Weather
an the evening of 4 January 1953 was cold, clear and little or no
wind Mrs ( deleted) was within 250 to 350 feet of the spot where
the object appeared to be passing over No one saw this object to
the best of my knowledge but Mr ( deleted) " 20

The Air Force cannented "conclusion unknown " Also "Subject worked

?/5 1?r,?Uert^1C0 , "** ^i"** with a Mr ( deleted) then di-
21 JCCt 0CS ^^ **>«* U Cleared "P tO «*

"Radiation correlations7"

JSt^ thr0Hfi °n earlier inquiries, Capt Ruppelt and Lt Olsson of
BOOK were scheduled to be m Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Sunday, January

' 1953 toehold a meeting m Lt Glen D Parnsh's office, Director of Intelli
gence, 34th Air Division, Kirtland AFB The meeting had been cleared with
the Atomic Energy Coimission's Division of Military Application, Washington
DC back on December 29, 1952 The purpose of the meeting was discuss the
possible correlations between the detection of radiation fran unknown sources
and unidentified flying obiects Those asked to attend were Los Alamos

ri^iS5 "^ 'Ltr11Carteri M£ Glttm&> ** a Mr Suimons » Also asked
to attend was Dr William R Perret of "Division Sill" of the Sandia Corpor
ation, who expressed a desire to be present Sandia Base requested the BLUE
BOOK representatives to stop by on January 6th 22

"Flying Saucer Warning "

Increased UFO activity m northern Europe evidently triggered the stranee
order fran the Danish General Staff to the country's military forces on Jan
uary 6 1953 The order was a "Flying Saucer Warning" to the military ask
ing all personnel to be alert to aerial objects of an unexplainable nature
and the quick reporting of anything sighted 23

"Arrowhead" over Dallas

Something very odd excited the countryside to the northeast of Dallas on
January 6th A newspaper clipping from the Dallas Times-HeraId on file with
the Air Force tells sane the reactions by witnesses For reasons best known
to the military censors, names ui the article were deleted

"( deleted), fire department radio dispatcher, said he and other
firemen viewed the object after receiving a call fran the Love Field
tower

"'I wish I'd never seen it,' f deleted) said 'It's too fantastic,
and now there'll be a lot of talk I just wish I'd never seen it *
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COMES? CF RUM&HIAH JEWISH CaMMUNIST HEWSPAPEB

OH FLTIHG SAUCES IBCIDSgB ' ~~

C The followins article eatitled, •The BTfect of War
HjBterio, on Iarael," by V. Sarla, appeared in the fiuchareat Bu-

Banian-laagoage newspaper, 71ata Been, organ of the Jewish Deaocra-

tlc Cocsalttea of Busania. It reports that the recent riylsg eeucer

incident la Israel as described by Eaarctz. Tel AtIt lAdepeodest

liberal dally nevspaper, «ai wtniy a flgcent of the viewer's imagina

tion and characterizes this so-called hallucination a product of US

war propaganda. The article glT«s as outline of the "fictitious" his

tory of the flying saucer Is the OS and concludes that the US plot to

create var hysteria is this fashion is damned to failure.

It Is of interest to note that tha 2k Septemoer 1552 issue of
Haarets carried a anil article, "Flying Saucers Over Haifa," which
reported the witnessing of the second flying saucer incident in w»<f»

"•* IB Septeober 1952, after a lapse of core than one month betveea
«~foniBnt described the object as a 10- to 12-aeter-

lyisg at a height

SL fC co"v"nTg °f,.the Robcrtson PanelfJanuary 8th),the CIA dis-
r? "tarnation fron the press of Comamist Romania which char-

^^Cer|TepOT,tS " the "reSUlt of the war h-Loren Gross



"Looking out an east window at City Hall about 2 30ara Asst Jailer

Moreover

frS^rj^^ theJVst^y ^Ject came to Love Field at 7 30 p m.

fw&.^Sig^VT*was travelingat m altltude of
/JJ^f FlCid a score °f Pilots went to the control tower to view the UFO

SKS^-ffS?--A-ffg JETS.* - -" «
One controller named Wylie V Moore stated

row11"" S" *** Jlght at 010S ^ nartii of the tower The only
color visible at this time was red I didn't pay any attention to it

S$?iLXZ££iXfL ^^ ***** '"W *^SS the '
ItmoS.^t,^^?"? " ^^ east-northeast of the tower
wsT35 £,o,2^. 22* *•* *£?!S What led TO t0 ^™ this,was that the light seemed to get brighter I asked Mr f. deletedl

light hovered for about ten minutes I estimated the light to be

» ?h«VMy " abaJt 2S0° feet I£ w ^ £o £ell tfaldistra,
Ua^nJZ\7 "I^f ?"U te """B- ^ter hovering awhile the

"I cannot give the size of the object At first sight, without
the use of binoculars, the object looked like a star HoweveT as soon
as I used the binoculars I nouced that the Object had a dSSte shlpT

the protruding nose and swept back wings, I thought it might have been
ahTnh1°r*P°SSlbly ^^ °f delta-wing plane! The oSterldgerof
2loSJS WCTe Jf7 "I11 defined> Whereas» the trailmS *& «S thecolors changing from red to orange seemed to be a jet stream " 27

January 6th UFO activity as reported from New Zealand

JisPmr ? V Large> ^^t* circular object, fading to a reddish
g}£* ¥¥are d"appearijig No direction given
wiHSS&hVV'111 SlEhted ft?11 aircraft Brilliant oranSe light,
with reddish tail, moving steadily west to east

«l5£i!:,9 Q87? "" ^Ji?* ^ge U?ht' near no1""0", nwvmg SE-NW.
liSSSS5^t P m Sllghtly SMller than f"11 ""o^. "*th comet-

"Whangarei, 9 30 p m object 'like a lighted porthole' -suddenly
emitted'a'tiiirst of rocket-like flame, accelerated to higher altitude,
made a U-turn and finally disappeared over the horizon Seen from a
boat on the Ngunguru river

"Auckland, 9 30 pm Luminous cigar-shaped object with an orange
flame at the rear, seen from Henderson Valley district In view six
seconds, and also seen from Pt Chevalier and Glendowie
"Karori, 10 10 p m two discs - a blue one above a green one " 28

January 8th More UFO activity fran New Zealand

'^osgiel, 10 20 p m Triangular, brilliant reddish glow, which
faded, then re-appeared with a rising and falling motion, and ac-
canpained by a small white light In sight for ten minutes
"Koburn, Bright disc, flying on a circular course at about 2,000 feet

Object had a reddish tail and emitted sparks " 29

January 8th

Sixty witnesses'

According to U S Air Force BLUE BOOK files members of the 82d Fighter-

Interceptor Squadron stationed at Larson AFB, Washington, saw something

"At 0715 over sixty varied military and civilian sources observed

one green disc-shaped object The observations continued for 15

minutes during which time the object moved in a southwesternly dir

ection while bobbing vertically and going sideways There was no

sound (The object moved against the wind according to Geiger AFB

Winds Aloft)" 30

Formation over Santa Ana

Air Force BLUE BOOK files tell of another West Coast case

"At 1927 PST, 9 January 1953 over the city of Santa Ana, Califor
nia, on a heading of 330 degrees my co-pilot, Lt Charles C Loveless
called my attention to a formation of lights approaching the aircraft'
frcm a position of 02 30 o'clock level The lights approached at a
very rapid rate of closure and I immediately effected a turn to the
left The lights stopped and appeared to hold the same position
Momentarily and then made a slight rise and disappeared The total
time of sighting was approximately S seconds I immediately called
Los Angeles radio and informed them of tune, altitude and position of
the objects The weather was clear in the vicinity at the tune of
the sighting As both pilots were familier with the reflection
characteristics of the B-29 cockpit, these were checked to insure it
was not a ground reflection within the cockpit There was nor air-
CTaft in the immediate vicinity and none was reported by Air Traffic
Control and military Flight Service The lights seemed to appear in
a slightly bent V-formation and were blue m color The formation
appeared to change from a bank to a level position then stopped and
banked away just before disappearing " 31

Another New Zealand incident On January 9th

"Christchurch. 9 00 p m Seen through telescope 'Dull disc of light '
Yellow-orange, almost circular with slight flattening over l/3rd of its
circumference No tail In sight for 30 minutes Observed by a
member of the press " 32



UFOs are American'

It might have been just the idea of the newspaper editor, or it might
have, and this is an interesting thought, been the result of a "psycholog-
cal warfare" policy now being implemented (See newspaper dipping)

Santa FePaperSays'lintastic' Rockei/

MissileAdvancesMay Explain 'Saucers'
WlPf Gd 1» suulK"1"SANTA FE, NJf. Jan

—The Santa Ft Mew Mexican

said today it hat learned of

ranustic strides in guided mis-
'■llei and rockets which may

Krtlally explain reported sight

S* uf strange objects In Ui*

sk'es

In an article tav Managing

Editor Richard W

capital dallv newspaper reported

It has learned of "unbelievable

'advancements In guided missiles
and high speed high altitude

rockets in experiments center
Ing In New Mexico

THE VEWSPAFEH said that

although detalla still en

shrouded In official secrecy tho
wraps may be removed from

tome aspects of the program at

a special demonstration The

levant 11 esld. now tentatively

(U .scheduled, for White ,S*nds

New Mexico within ■ few|
months.

Utsed on information from
official and unofficial sources.

lh« New Mexican (aid. "the

most logical conclusion is thai

the country ■ guided misstlei

exprrts havr succeeded "In

capable of maneuversMiliy

rang* and ipeeds heretofore.
uodrHmfd of except In comic
ttrlp*." I

n KOTIO) SUCH maneuver-'
ability "often hat played *
part in reported sightings of

glowing skyborne thing* and.
added (hat rocLet powered uiv,

manned guided missiles could. Ev.rtu said lils" stor? wii*
maneuver In trajectories whichbaaed on extensive tnvesUjta'
conventional winged alrenfu^g^ am] interviews some

and human crrwt could no4wnh uOcali In Washington—
«and _ _ )wer a period el several months.

January 10th.

"Violent maneuvers."

Air Farce BLUE BOOK files state

"On 10 January 1953, between 1546 hours and 1600hours, PST, Colonel

(. deleted) USAF (Ret) and Mr. (.. deleted) of the Federal Security

Agency, San Francisco, California, observed an unidentified flying

object while 8 miles northwest of Sonoma, California, from a knoll in

in the hills northwest of the Sonoma Valley. The object was sighted
at a 45 degree angle northwest from the location of the observers at

a very high altitude, so high that the object was compared to the flat

head of a pun held two feet from the eye Speed was estimated at

four times the speed of a jet aircraft with accompanying sound
similar to the USAF F-86 jet at high altitude There was no change
in sound tone or volune during maneuvers Unusual maneuvers made

by the object were (1) - Three 360 degree tight turns to the right,
taking 2 to 3 seconds to complete each turn, (2) - Two right angle 90

degree turns, first to the right, then to the left, (3) - The object
slowed down to almost a complete stop, then accelerated to high

speed again, making this maneuver twice. The object then rose

vertically and disappeared fran view Total time of observation

was estimated to be between 60 to 75 seconds There were no radar

contacts with this object No other observations of this object

are known to have been made " 33.
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Air Force BLUE BOOK scientific advisor J Allen Hynek was deeply puzzled
by the report Dr Hynek later wrote

"Here we are certainly driven to the edge of reality! Either these
men deliberately made this story up or it happened much as they said
Their qualifications argue strongly against a hoax, and their techni
cal training would indicate that when they say the object made a tight
360 degree turn, it made a tight 360 degree turn1" 34

Enthusiasm ebbs at Palcmar

On January 10th Irma[the woman we referred to earlier) paid another visit
to Palcmar Gardens.and on this occasion the trio of "space experts," Baker,
Hunnrath, and Williamson, showed her a hieroglyphic-like message that was
supposed to have been dropped from a "Venusian scout ship" that svooped over
Adaraski's property back on December 13, 1952 The markings were scribbled
on a semi-transparent glass plate so Hurmrath, the "engineer," rigged a de

vice to project the message on a screen Irma didn't say anything but she

mentally scoffed at the business doubting that the so-called space beings
who were suppose to have the resources of a super-science would resort to

something so crude Irma also made a mental note of the lack of sociability
on the part of her hosts, the men showing much less enthusiam than before and
wandering off immediately after the slide show She sensed trouble 35

January 12th

Trouble at Palomar Gardens

Writing about the incident years later, George Adamski explained that a
falling out between haxn and his trio of admirers Hunrath, Baker, and William
son, was precipitated by the arrival Hunrath's "magnetic machine" the morning
of Jamary 12th when one of Hunrath1s friends dropped it off after driving all
the way from Wisconsin with "bosco" in the trunk of his car Setting up the odd
machine Hunrath boasted that the device could create a "magnetic fault"
that could disrupt the engine of any flying saucer had dared to venture near
the slopes of Mt Palomar That this might injure his "Venusian friends"
didn't seem to faze Aiamski who didn't lose his temper until Hunrath happened
to remark that ordinary civilian and military aircraft would also be endanger
ed To Adamski that was going too far Hunrath, Aiamski loudly announced,
was unethical and unpatriotic1 (This was all quite silly of course but Aiamski

was seeking same pretext to blow his top )

Ordered to leave Palomar Gardens immediately, Hunrath balked,but it did no
good to argue Adamski had made up his mind that Hunrath must go Baker
felt it was best that he leave also, so he and Hunrath gathered up their few

belongings and threw them into the latter's green Crosley Station Wagon When

they were loaded up, Baker and Hmrath set out for Los Angeles Williamson

also took the hint and soon departed 36

The woman named Irma, who had been to Palomar Gardens just two days before

and who had sensed some tension, received a phonecall from a distraught Lucy

Me Ginnis, Adamski1 s secretary, on the afternoon of the 12th Lucy excited

ly tried to explain that Hunrath was going to "make planes crash" using his

"awful machine" and that Mamski wanted Irma to contact the FBI Hestiant,

Irma instead called a friend who urged her to do what Adamski suggested In

a short time she did manage to contact both the FBI and the Air Force. 37

FBI records
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Checking FBI records we find that they confirm Inna ■ s phonecall, and per
haps because of the Bureau's earlier interest in Adamski, an agent from the
San Diego office responded that very afternoon Accompanied by an Air Force
OSI officer, the FBI agent drove to Palomar Gardens where Adamski was inter
viewed abait the supposed problem of "pantential sabotage" by Hunrath. At
the cafe Adamski met with his official visitors and described Hunrath1s "Bosco"
which was suppose to "cut magnetic lines of force" and "draw down" aircraft.
After tellinp the agents about the machine as well as what he knew of Hunrath
and Baker, Adamski steered the conversation to his favorite topic.

Adamski took the opportunity to relate details of his "contacts with a pilot
of a flying saucer" the previous months and made sure the FBI and OSI agents
received copies of "space writing" and prints of his "space ship" pictures be
fore they returned to San Diego 38

To complete their inquiry, the two agents stopped in at the famous Palomar
Observatory farther up the mountain to speak with one of the staff who had
known Adamski since 1943 The agents learned that in spite of any impression
Adamski may have permitted to circulate, the "professor" had no ties with

the Observatory and the staff manber suggested that Adamski was more quali
fied in astrology than in the science of astronomy. 59.

Donald Keyhoe and the Tremanton film

In early January Donald Keyhoe and Air Force Press Desk Chief Al Chop exchanged

remarks on the still officially secret Tranonton UFO movie with Chop stating that
the military had ruled out fraud and Keyhoe insisting that the film "proved" that

UFOs were space ships. Chop, speaking as an Air Force spokesman, denied the
military was ready to admit what Keyhoe was claiming while pointing out that the

Navy had yet to submit the results of its studies which were not due until January

15th Keyhoe asked Chop what would happen after that (He didn't know about the

Robertson Panel) to which Chop replied "It isn't decided. Some intelligence off
icers want to show the film to a small group of the press .[butlthere's a lot of

opposition." 40 Moreover,Chop suggested that if the proposed press showing did

occur, the military would only say of the film that ". .there isn't any conven

tional answer." 41.

Keyhoe gets impatient.

Mid-month found Donald Keyhoe anucously waiting for the official re
lease of the Tremonton film, an event he thought might be headlined in
newspapers across the nation Impatiently Keyhoe met with editor Ken
Purdy of True magazine and the magazine's aviator writer John DuBarry to
discuss tKeTr next move. Both Purdy and DuBarry cautioned against rush

ing into print with any feature or series of articles. Purdy felt that the Air
Force was being so cooperative there may even be an official admission UFOs were
space ships! As it turned out Keyhoe and his friends were in for a surprise

January 13, 19S3.

There was an official announcement an January 13, 19S3 that stated ATIC, Dayton,

Ohio, could no longer honor visits or written inquiries to project BLUE BOOK be
cause such requests had become so numerous Air Force UFO investigators were being

hindered in their work "The mail has became so heavy that the two or three persons

detailed to investigate UFOs arn't getting anything done " 42. Furthermore

"Actually, UFOs are supposed to be only a small part of the investi

gative work done at ATIC

"Nonetheless, the Air Force has taken time out to deny Donald E

Keyhoe's assertion that it has secret motion pictures that prove
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flyin? saucers are interplanetary craft No films sent in to it bv
outsiders are believed to have any particular significance " 43

Briefing the Air Defense Command

Back on October 16, 19S2 Capt. Edward J Ruppelt of BUJE BOOK discussed
with Colonel Burgess of the Air Force's Air Defense Caranand the possibilty of
briefing ADC units ADC authorities felt that just such a series of brief
ing would be "highly advantageous" in that "By presenting such briefings
many insignificant, nebulous reports can be eliminated while the significant
reP°"s Wl11 be more complete and contain more useable data " 44 In the wake
of ADC's diasterous Summer experience one can see where the briefme could
well be of value

An ADC document detailed how the briefings would be conducted

"The proposed plan for the briefings would be first to present the
briefing to HO ADC, if this is desired A tour would then be made
through each Air Defense Force area, briefing first the ADF HQ force
then each separate Air Division At the Division level, selected per
sonnel from each unit subordinate to the Division (l e ACfiW Squadrons,
fighter interceptor squadrons, etc ) would be called m for the briefing
IL. Division is a tenant organization an the base, persons other than
ADC personnel with an official interest could be chosen by the Division
Conroander and invited to attend The number of people to be briefed
would be limited only by the available space and security The
classification of the briefing will be Secret The briefing in
general will consist of

-a A brief history of Project Blue Book
-b The philosophy of the project

-c Methods of quickly gathering data using available
facilities at an air base

-d How a preliminary analysis of reports can be made
in the field

-e Preparation of a report for forwarding to ATIC and
HQ USAF

-f How ATIC processes FLYOBRPTS " 45

January 14th

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii

Air Force BLUE BOOK files state

"At 0630 local time, 16 January 1953, while proceeding on Nimitz

Highway in the city of Honolulu,( deleted) Yeoman Third Class
( deleted) presently assigned to MATS, Pearl Harbor, observed a
bright, highly illuminated circular-shaped object moving at a high
rate of speed over the Peral Harbor area for about a period of three

mintues Yeoman ( deleted) was unable to identify this 'flying
object '

"The object was moving was in a north-south direction in a straight
line parallel to the earth and then made a 4S degree turn and moved
out of sight in a westerly direction The size of the object, its

speed or its altitude could not be determined by Yeoman { deleted)

Aside from the bright light the object had no visibly unusual or
aerodynamic featrures, there were no sounds, trails, smoke or pro

pulsion systems noted The object was observed with the naked eye



from a moving automobile Yeonan ( deleted) stated that he has

SrrSSIJ3aS%eSCeri'?:e 1J1°bser™S jet and conventional type
IF™*? fJ that thls ob;)ect dld not ™ «* manner resemble any
thing he had ever seen Weather conditions at the tune of sight-

v^^J1^ "^ ^ aI ■*? 5 **** «* aloft conditions8*™very light with winds at about 6 knots per hour ■' 46

January 14th THE ROBERTSON PANEL

Before entering into a discussion of what fanspired durine the

Selection of cases to be examined

freedom of action" may have been

1 f£SSS S
^vs^ J Bes were to

Science or national security'"

l
Greatly

uarv 9 1953

Ba«e!I
tilthe

f s"™1^ of «« information m file*
a letter to BLUE BOOK'S Capt Ruppelt on Jan-

,conf«1« «*r *e purpose of the Robertson
^l^ «*«"«"■* under government contract,

avoided any criticism other than to h

T 5: ssrSS

Battelle's role

J^

--

lts work dld ta™ a ™* to play

The important film evidence

examination of the
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Montana frames was conducted m November 19S2, but a re-mterrogation of the
photographer, Mr Mariana, was a bit difficult to arrange since the only Air

Force officer on good terms with Mariana was a Lieutenant Peter Marquez who

wasn't available for the assignment until also the last minute 50 It wasn't

until January 9, 1953 that Marquez managed to deliver a new 500-word statement

on the incident in question The reason for mentioning all this is the writings

of a Dr David Saunders, a member of a later UFO lury, the "Condon study" of 196b

Re-checking Marquez1s work closely, Dr Saunders discovered distrubing errors
and he wondered if the Robertson panel had noticed the weakness of the data sub

mitted to it In Dr Saunder's opinion the Montana film was misrepresented SI
(This writer would like to add his own conment Its seems very strange that the
other witness to the UFO filming that day at Great Falls, Mariana's secretary

Virginia Raunig, was never interrogated to any extent At the very least she

might have been able to establish the exact date of the incident which was critic
al to the aircraft explanation theory.)

What was the purpose of the Robertson Panel' That is one of the key quest

ions about the controversial "UFO trial " For now let us just say that the

panel's extensive conclusion contained, among other things, such language as "the

prevention of the growth of a morbid national psychology"- and "the prevention of

the development of a harmful distrust of duly constituted authority " But most

surprisingly, m view of the effect the panel's judgement had on official UFO
policy, was nowhere in the panel's conclusions does it state UFOs do not exist1

Exactly what transpired during the Robertson panel deliberations was never
recorded but the best account of the proceedings is to be found ji the "Durant
memo," a sunmary of the proceedings authored by CIA official Frederick C
Durant who wrote his version of the series of meetings m the form of a in
ternal memorandum to be forwarded to his superiors n the CIA'sOffice of Scien
tific Intelligence This is the only offlcial account known to exist

The Robertson panel was officially designated "The Scientific Advisory
Panel or Unidentified Flying Objects," and its origin was a National Security
Council directive which levied the task of a UFO review upon the Central In
telligence Agency,requiring the agency to determine if the existence of UFOs
would create a danger to the national security of the United States

It should noted that panel's title states it is just an "advisory body" as
opposed to it being a true jury This is clearly stated in a CIA document
authored on December 4, l<»52 which discussed the enlistment of the services of
selected scientists for the proposed panel It was envisioned that the top
policy-making body in the U S government, the National Security Council.would
be requested to do something about the UFO problem If required, the NSC was
expected to issue an official directive authorizing action, a move which would

depend in some measure on the results achieved by the scientist's studies "
As we shall see, how the paneVs results were interpeted was vitally important
to the future of the Air Force's treatment of t!He~uTD mystery

Why the Robertson Panel' Some background notes

When the Russians exploded their first atomic device in mid-1949, the
U S was forced to take a serious look at a defense against a nuclear
attack Air Force Secretary Thomas Finletter suggested a massive "Man
hattan District-type" effort to come up with defense plan and issued an
Mr Force contract to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology -Shortly
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after the beginning of the Korean war in the Sunnier of 19S0 The M I T
study was given the name project LINCOLN and of the four leaders of the
project, two are of special interest to the UFO historian Lloyd V Berkner
and Jerrold ZachariasCD- James R Killian Jr , President of M I T and
Dr Albert G Hill were the other two) Sane of the more important con
sultants included Dr Charles Lauritsan, Dr. Robert Oppenheuner, and
Dr Vaimevar Bush, men who are also of interest to the UFO historian

Four questions confronted project LINCOUJ

1 } What was the capability of the Soviet strategic Air Force'
2 j What was the tune factor involved before America was faced

with total peril'

3 ) Was the existing, or even presently projected, system of air
defense adequate'

4 ) If not, is it possible to fashion an effective air defense' 52

f^ ""* malYZe ** axamtains of data, meanwhile
m^tST^V^r5 "f11- QaeC' Mr InteH«ence Requirements Division,
Directorate of Air Force Intelligence, turned out to be a very strong air

!^f1S?o5SO?ter U WaS he wh0 sent * JosePh KaP1311 t0 New Mexico m
early 1949 to investigate the "green fireballs" and it was he who issued

L P£i?i T!p0?iS?!g dlrectlve » February, 1949, when Wright Field began
r\ A I u"1 ltS UP° ""'f'^110" In ^ Fall of 1951 whin General
Cabell held a meeting to discuss the the Fort Monmouth UFO case with a Mr

?T^J,^SiC3 t lir' Brewster of Republic Air craft, two civilians who
{L^J^** -T^!"1*5,? P61"50"5 "authorized to ask questions," the General
became enraged when told of the condition of project GRUDGE with its lack of
vigor and negative evaluations This outburst may have been for the benefit

?<^^"i11!18 W51Ch Ruppe2t ,mly says " • represented a sroup of ton
U^S industrialists and scientistsCproject LINCOLN included industrialists! •'

In December 1951 General Cabell moved over to take the number two job in
imn Cen£al Intelligence Agency and took with him a deep concern over the
uru problem

1* toi.?S f th? " ? t"*™*'* offensive power, represented by Curtis
tL «?JLStrategic Air Cannand, was amassing some impressive achievements
The giant six-engine B-36 bonber had entered service and America at last had
a true intercontinental aircraft Based in the U.S , theB-36svere safe
fron Russian sneak attack, however General Le May was not happy The B-36
was prop driven and believed to be too slow to make successful penetrations
of Russian airspace against new generations of Stalin's jet interceptors on

XL2aWin! b°ards A sut *et bomber* the B"47. «s quickly built and
snowed such promise a longer-ranged eight jet aircraft, the B-52, was plan

ned as the B-36's successor (Work also went forward on the on the nuclear-
powered plane which turned out to be a costly failure) This building pro
gram required a gruescme amount of funding that wasn't easy to justify in
a peacetime budget and the Air Force constantly clashed with Congress On
the other hand, the Air Defense Command received little support and as a re
sult protection of the U.S was limited to SAC bases and certain sensitive
areas, yet this state of affairs did not perturb Air Force Generals like Le
Ma> because the Air Force hierarchy had a profound belief in the concept
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"Summer Study Group "

In the Spring of 1952 final evaluations of project LINCOLN loomed so
an expanded working body was selected that became known as the "Sumner
Study Group It consisted of many of the nation's top-rated physicists,
mathematicians, and engineers Late in the Summer of 52 the conclusions
of project LINCOLN were delivered in fulfillment of M I T 's ir FotcT
contract When represenatives of LINCOLN briefed the highest Air Force
« t S Sf recommendations were met with incredulity and alarm The
MI T team asserted that an effective air defense was possible and also
should be implemented without delay To understan3~the shock of the Air

£w IS? "K1 7£a£SUld mCTtlOn a feW Of the recctnnendations Among
S5S ^Ztu theLINCCN people proposed early warning radar fences across
Canada and the northern fringes of the hemisphere Fighter mterceptor
oases, fighter planes, personnel, and anti-aircaft missiles should be ereatlv
increased vn number and arranged in echelon to protect industrial area! and
population centers Furthermore, Army anti-aircraft guns and Navy radar
picket ships had to be coordinated with Air Force installations This
^l ^f£T a "Mxlltarv theater of the United States " Intelligence reports
studied by project LINCOLN shoued that the Russian bomber TU-4,a copv of the
American B-2Q, could be air-refuelled or even flown on one-way missions to
reach the American heartland and there were over 700 in the Soviet Strategic
* ti6?1 ,ust as alarmmg «s the steadv increase in the Russian nuclear

stockpile It was estimated that in two years some 350 atom bombs would be
available and that figure, according to the special study proiect EAST RIVER
would be sufficient to devastate the United States

m ™J thereally badnews to the U S Air Force was the estimate expendxture
to put m place the vast defensive system sane 16 to 20 billion dollars a
staggering sum for the American treasury in the 1950s, moreover,additional
civilian defense measures like bomb shelters, could put the bill as high as
Li billion'

This threaten to strike at the very heart of the Air Force's offensive
philosophy because Le toy was pushing hard to get 10 billion dollars for
at least 14 groups of the new B-52 bombers There seemed to be no way the

^£7rwd aS°S 5? the B\"S and the ^"^ " also L^sly
K^l?Jw ?ff offen51ve theorists to find so many experts proposing
the idea that a defensive strategy was valid because that not only hurt
their professional pride, it also couTd~onIv" hurt General LeMav's in his
fiscal battles with Congress over the cost of new aircraft 55

Dr Gamow and a "secret UFO study "

Pondering the foregoing information, some hitherto "loose <»mis" of the
UFO story make more sense

For example, in the Fall of 1966 just after the University of Colorado
was selected to investigate the UFO problem, the head of the project Dr
E U Condon, was invited to address the school's physics department ' A
member of the University's faculty was Dr George Gamow, famous theoretical
physicist and former member of the Air Force's Scientific *dvlSorv Board
When the meeting began Dr Gamow took a seat directly in front of Dr Condon
and assumed a stern demeanor During a question and answer period, the
case of the Tnndade Island UFO photographs came up and Dr Gamow became
agitated He wanted to know why he was never informed about the photos and
became so upset he pounded the writing arm of his chair with his fist1 Not
ing the bewilderment of his colleagues, Dr Gamow volunteered an explanation
for his behavior He said that he had been a member of a secret UFO group



Dr Gamow's public remarks

during the stumer of 1952

give no indication he was

in a secret study
of"the phenomena.
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taucers "can t be explained by any
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ban Invasion
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That then, ts the comment of
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theory of relativity who b eon
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in 1952 along with General Curtis Le>tey, head of the Strategic Ail Coranand
This UFO conmittee was to evaluate the problem and as a member Gainow knew
he had a "need-to-know" in regards to UFO information but apparently had not
been told of the Trindade photos After an awkward silence, someone spoke
up and informed Dr. Gamow the Brazilian case occurred long after 19S2 56

We now know why General LeMay would be interested m UFOs although we
are still m the dark about that "secret UFO committee "

Returning to the project LINCOLN report we find that the first result

was certainly unusual

"The Air Force then took the extraordinary step of requesting pro
ject LINCOLN not to report in writing, and the Air Force authorities
thereafter pompously maintained that they had never received any
final report from this project they themselves had sponsored " 57

The scientists of project LINCOLN were not to be ignored, they were so
worried about the safety of the nation they took their report directly to
the President and the National Security Council, a move the Air Staff liked
to call "The Big End Run " Yet even then the project findings caused de
bate so severe it rocked the Truman administration Among those who were
anti-LINCOLN were Budget Director Joseph Dodge and Treasury Secretary George

toh

As mentioned, the LINCOLN report was filed m the late Sunnier of 1952
and sane very interesting things took place at that tune

Operation SXYWATCH, the all-out Ground Observer Corps exercise was

held beginning raid-July.and if we can believe Ruppelttthe Air Defense Command
system all but collapsed during the exercise because of a wave of flying
saucer" reports 58 This could hardly be of minor interest to LINCOLN members
According to newspaper accounts the SKYKATCH effort was to provide complete
protection of the country bv covering gaps m air surveillance by the widely
separated military sites What gave the exercise great importance was

the fact that Russian reconnaTssance penetrations of the artic regionsbegan
uTAprTT TW, and over the months that followed tnere were intermittent

signtings of contrails whTch were undoubtly caused by high-flying
Lrcraft "These systematic Russian recon missions were only detec

Communist^

uiiMuiv .,.„„.. _ _..™.w.^ . - , detecte
fortunate visual observations indicating that scores of other aerial pene
trations were occurring unobserved 59

How much did the LINCOLN people know about UFOs* Ruppelt says he gave
a day-long talk to what he called the "Beacon Hill Group " Beacon Hill is

a district of Boston, Massachusetts, that is svnonvmous vith wealth and
power and certainly describes LINCOLN members (Boston is also the
location of M I T 1 Ruppelt wrote the group was a " collection of
some of the world's leading scientists and industrialists This group,
formed to consider and analyze the toughest of military problems,^took
a vcn serious interest in our project and pave much good advice " 60

Moreover, a CIA document discusses the UFO problem and stateo that the
fundamental aspect of the problem is to determine defimtel> the nature of
the various phenomena which are causing these sittings " 61 The plan of
action proposed included LINCOLN

"Dr Julius A Stratton, \ice President of the Massachusetts In
stitute of Technolop, ho* indicated to OSI that such a group could
be consituted at that institute Similar!*, project LINCOLN, the
Air Force air defense protect at MIT, could be charged with these

responsibilities ' 62
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16 February 19S3

MEMORANDUM FOR Assistant Directory for Scientific Intelligence

FROM F C Durant

SUBJECT Report of Meetings of the Office of Scientific

Intelligence scientific Advisory Panel on

Unidentified Flying Objects, January 14 - 18, 1953

PURPOSE

The purpose of this memorandum is to present

a. A brief history of the meetings of the O/SI Advisory Panel

on Unidentified Flying Objects (Part I).

b. An unofficial supplement to the official Panel Report, to

AD/SI setting forth concents and suggestions of the Panel

Members which they believed were inappropriate for inclusion

in the formal report (Part II).

PART Ii HISTORY OF MEETINGS

GENERAL

After consideration of the subject of "unidentified flying

objects" at the 4 December meeting of the Intelligence Advisory

Committee, the following action vas agreed

"The Director of Central Intelligence will

a Enlist the services of selected scientists to

review and appraise the available evidence in the

light of pertinent scientific theories .."

Following the delegation of this action to the Assistant

Director for Scientific Intelligence and preliminary Investigation,

an Advisory Panel of selected scientists was

cooperation with the Air Technical Intelligence Center, c*»»

histories of reported sightings and related material were

made available for their study and consideration.

Present at the initial meeting {0930 Wednesday, 14 January)

were: Dr H P. Robertson, Dr Luis W Alvarez. Or. Thornton

Page, Dr Samuel A. Goudamit, Mr Philip c Strong. Lt Col.

Frederick C.E Oder (PSE Division), Mr David B. Stevenson

(WSE Division), and the writer. Panel Member, Dr. Lloyd V Berfc-

ner, was absent until Friday afternoon Messrs. Oder and Steven-

son were present throughout the sessions to familiariie themselves

-xth u« -m.j«t. =ePzaSast the oubstu*-*** Interest of their Divisions,

and assist in administrative support of the meetings (A Us* of

personnel concerned with the meetings is given in Tab A).

WEDNESDAY MORNING

Th« AP/SI opened the meeting, reviewing CIA interest in the

subject and action taken. This xeview included the mention of

the p/ST Study Group of August 1952 (Strong, Eng, and Durant)

culminating in the briering of the DCI, the ATIC Bovember 21

briefing, 4 December IAC consideration, visit to ATIC tChadwell,

Robertson and Durant) and O/SI concern over potential dangers to

national security indirectly related to these sightings Mr.

Strong_ enumerated these potential dangers. Following this intro

duction. Dr. ChadweU turned the meeting over to Dr. Robertson
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as Chairman of the Panel- Dr. Robertson enumerated the evidence

available and requested consideration of specific reports and

letters to be taken by certain individuals present (Tab B) For

example, case histories involving radar or radar and visual

sightings were selected for Dr. Alvares while reports of Green

Fireball phenomena, nocturnal lights, and suggested programs of

investigations vere routed to Dr. Page. Following these remarks,

the motion pictures of the sightings at Tremonton, otah (2 July 1952)

and Great Falls, Montana (15 August 19S-) were shown. The meeting

adjourned at 1200

WEDNESDAY AFTERHOON

The second meeting of the Panel opened at 1400. Lt._R_S.

Heashaa, OSH, and Mr Harry Woo of the OSH Photo Interpretation

Laboratory, Anacostia, presented the results of their analyses of

the films mentioned above This analysis evolved considerable

discussion as elaborated upon below. Besides Panel members and

CIA personnel, Capt. E.J. Ruppelt, Dr. 3 Allen Hynek. Mr Dewey

J Fournet, Caot. Harrv S. Smith <2-e-2>, and Dr. Stephen Possony

were present.

Following the Photo Interpretation Lab presentation, Mr. E.

J. Ruppelt spoke for about 40 minutes on ATIC methods of handling

and evaluating reports of sighting and their efforts to improve

the quality of reports. The meeting was adjourned at 1715.

-3-
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THURSDAY MORNING

The third and fourth meetings of the Panel were held Thursday,

15 January, commencing at 0900 with a two-hour break for luncheon.

Besides Panel members and CIA personnel, Mr Ruppelt and Dr. Hynek

were present for both sessions. In the ooming , Mr Tuppelt con

tinued his briefing on ATIC collection and analysis procedures.

The Project STORK support at Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus,

was described by Dr Hynek A number of case histories were dis

cussed in detail and a motion picture film of seagulls wa shown

A two hour break for lunch was taken at 1200.

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

At 1400 hours Lt Col Oder gave a 40 minute briefing of

Project TWINKLE, the investigatory project conducted by the Air

Force Meteorological Research Center at Cambridge, Mass. In this

briefing he pointed out the many problems of setting up and manning

24-hour instrumentation watches of patrol cameras searching for

sightings of D.F.O 's.

At 1615 Brig Gen William M Garland joined the meeting with

AD/51. General Garland expressed his support of the Panel's

efforts and stated three personal opinions

a That greater use of Air Force intelligence officers in

the field (for follow-up investigation) appeared desirable,

but that they required thorough briefing

2A



b That vigorous effort should be made to declassify as many

of the reports as possible,

c. That some increase in the AT1C section devoted to o.F.o.

analysis was indicated.

This meeting was adjourned at 1700.

FRIDAY M3RHINC

The fifty session of the Panel convened at 0900 with the same

personnel present as enumerated for Thursday (with the exception

of Brig Gen. Garland!.

Fro 0900 -100 there was general discussion and study of

reference material. Also, Dr Hvnek read a prepared paper making

certain observations and conclusions. At 1000 Mr. Fouxnet gave a

briefing on his fifteen months «perience in ilashington as Project

Officer for O.P.o.•» and hi. personal conclusions. There was

considerable discussion of individual case histories of sightings

to which he referred. Following Mr. Ponmet's presentation, a

number of additional case histories were examined and discussed

with Messrs. fournet,. tappelt, and Hynefc. The meeting adjourned

at 1200 for luncheon. - ~

fRIDAy AFTERH0OM

This session opened at 1400. Besides Panel members and CIA

personnel. Dr. HyneJ^ was present. Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner, as Panel

"»ber, was present at this meeting for the first time. Progress

of the meetings wa, reviewed by the Panel Chairman and tentative
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conclusions reached. A general discussion followed and tentative

recommendations considered. It was agreed that the Chairman should

draft a report of the Panel to AD/SI that evening for review by the

Panel the next morning. The neeting adjourned at 171S.

SATORDAY MORHING

At 0945 the Chairman opened tha seventh session and submitted

a rough draft of the Panel Report to the members This draft had

been reviewed and approved earlier by Dr. Berkner The next two

and one-half hours were consumed in discussion and revision of the

draft. At' 1100 the AD/SI joined the meeting and reported that he

*!*a shown <"y3 discussed a copy of the initial rough draft to

the Director of Intelligence, DSAFt whose reaction was favorable. At

1200 the meeting was adjourned.

SATURDAY AFTEBMOON

At 1400 the eighth and final meeting of the Panel was opened.

Discussions and rewording of certain sentences of the Report occupied

the first hour. (A copy of the final report is appended as Tab C.)

This was followed by • review of work accomplished by the Panel,

and restatement of individual Panel Member's opinions and suggestions

oa details that were felt inappropriate for inclusion in the formal

report. It was agreed that the writer would incorporate these

comments in an internal report to the AD^SI. The material below

represents this information.
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VI COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS OF PANEL

GENERAL

The Panel Members were Impressed (as have been others, includ

ing O/SI personnel) in the lack of sound data in the great majority

of case histories, also, in the lack of speedy follow-up due primarily

to the modest sue and limited facilities of the ATIC section concerned.

Among the case histories of significant sightings discussed in detail

were the following

Bellefontain, Ohio tl August 1952). Tremonton, Utah (2 July 1952)i

Great Falls, Hontant (15 August 1950)i Yaak. Hontant (1 September

1952). Washington, D C area (19 July 1952), and Haneda A.F B ,

Presque Isle, Maine {10 October 1952).

After review and discussion of these cases (and about 15 others,

in less detail), the Panel concluded that reasonable explanations

could be suggested for most sightings and -by deduction and scien

tific method it could be induced (given additional data) that other

cases might be explained in a similar manner." The Panel pointed

out that because of the brevity of sone sightings (e.g. 2-3 seconds)

and the inability of the witnesses to express themselves clearly

(somttiir.es) that conclusive explanations could not be expected for

every case reported. Furthermore, it was considered that, nomally,

it would be a great waste of effort to try to solve most of he

sightings, unless such action would benefit a training and educational

program (see below). The writings of Charles Fort were referenced

>■>*'>< „ '
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Th*» UFO cases the Robertson panel should have examined in depth,
accordng to UFO expert Dr James Me Donald,* were these

1. Uiited Airlines, 1947

2 Chiles-Whitted, 1948

3 C B Moore, 1949

4. Torobaugh, 1949

5. Farnungton, 1950

6 Chicago 5 Southern Airlines, 1950.

7 TOA Airlines, 1950.
8 Mid-Continental Airlines, 1951

9 Seymour Hess, 1950

10 Nash-Fortenbery, 1952.

For additional information see footnote ' °8

tine was valuable and only seven UFO cases were selected for detailed
disc^Ion^in tte^rld were JhiTeTefontain and Presque ^^^P1^
ThtsTtwo cases were explained cases' The clue to the puzzle is the ward sign
ificant" which was use/tolSJe the seven cases. "Significant" did not mean
"unknown " Ruppelt. in his book The Report on ^identified Flying Objects, p
230, helps us understand when he says oT thT Klletontain case ™* l*J"V
of special interest because it was an excellent example of how a UFO re-xrt can
at first appear to be absolutely unsoluble then fall apart under throrough
investigation "

* Dr McDonald was also unhappy with the case selection of the 1969 Condon
UFO study which looked at 90 incidents on file, many of which, in his opin
ion, were trivial examples of the UFO phenomenon
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to show chat "strange things in the sky" had been recorded fo hundreds

of years. It appeared obvious that there was no single explanation

for a majority of the things seen The presence of radar and astro

nomical specialists on the Panel proved of value at once in their

confident recognition of phenomena related to their fields. It was

apparent that specialists in such additional fields as psychology,

meteorology, aerodynamics, ornithology and military air operations

would extend the ability of the Panel to recognize many more cate

gories of little-known phenomena.

ON LftCX OF DANGER

The Panel concluded unanimously that there was no evxden e of

a direct threat to national security in the objects sighted. ,

Instances of "Foo Fighters" were cited. Theso were unexplained

phenomena sighted by aircraft pilots during World Mar II in both

European and Far East theaters of operation wherein "balls of light-

would fly near or with the aircraft and maneuver rapidly They were

believed to be electrostatic (similar to St. Elmo's fire] or electro

magnetic phenomena or possibly light reflections from ice crystals

in the air, but their exact cause or nature was never defined Both

Robertson and Alvares had been concerned in the investigation of

these phenomena, but David T. Griggs (Professor of Geophysics at

the University of California at tos Angeles) is believed to have

been the most knowledgeable person on this subject. If the term

"flying saucers" had been popular in 1943-1945, these objects would
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have been so labeled It was interesting that in at least two

cases reviewed that the object sighted was categorized by Robertson

and Alvarez as probably "Foo Fighters" to date unexplained but not

dangerous; they were not happy thus to dismiss the sightings by

calling then names. It was their feeling that these phenomena are

not beyond the domain of present knowledge of physical science, however.

AIR FORCE REPORTH.C SYSTEM

It was the Panel's opinion that some of the Air Force concern

over 0 F O.'o (notwithstanding Air Defense Coomand anxiety over fast

radar tracks) was probably caused by public pressure. The result

today is that the Air Force has instituted a fine channel for

receiving reports of nearly anything anyone sees in the sky and

fails to understand. This has been particularly encouraged in popu

lar articles on this and other subjects, such as space travel and

science fiction. The result is the mass receipt of low-grade reports

which tend to overload channels of conmunication with material quite

irrelevant to hostile objects that might some day appear. The Panel

agreed generally that this mass of poor-quality reports containing

little, if any. scientific data was of no value, finite the opposite,

it was possibly dangerous in having a military service foster public

concern in -nocturnal meandering lights." The implication being,

since the interested agency was military, that these objects were

or might be potential direct threats to national security. Accord

ingly, the need for deemphasiiation made itself apparent. Comments

on a possible educational program are enumerated below.
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It was the opinion of Dr Robertson that the -saucer" problem

had been found to be different in nature from the detection a d

investigation of German V-l and V-2 guided oissiles prior to heir

operational use in World War II. In this 1943-1944 intelligence

operation (CROSSBOW), there was excellent intelligence and by 3Une

1944 there was material evidence of the existence of -hardware-

obtained from crashed vehicles in Sweden. Thxs evidence gave the

investigating team a basis upon which to operate. The absence of any

-hardware" resulting from unexplained U F 0. sightings lends a -will-

of-the-wisp) nature to the ATIC problem The results of the* investi

gation, to date, strongly indicate that no evidence of hostile act

or danger exists. Furthermore, the current reporting system would

have little value in the case of detection of enemy attack by conventional

aircraft or guided missiles, under such conditions -hardware" would

be available almost at once

ARTIFACTS OF EXTRATERRESTRIAL ORIGIN

It was interesting to note that none of the members of the _

Panel were loath to accept that this earth might be visited by extra

terrestrial intelligent beings of some sort, some day. What they did

not find was any evidence that related the object, sighted to space

travelers. Hr. Foumet, in his presentation, showed how he had elim

inated each of the known and probable causes of sightings leaving hxm

-extra-terrestrial" as the only one remaining in many cases. Foumef s .

background as an aeronautical engineer and technical intelligence



officer (Project Officer, BLUEBOOK for 15 months) could not be

slighted. However, the Paiel could not accept any of the cases

sighted by him because they were raw, unevaluated reports.

Terrestrial explanations of the sightings were suggested in some

cases and in others the time of sighting was so short as to cause

suspicion of visual impressions. It was noted by Dr Goudamit and

others that extraterrestrial artifacts, if they did exist, are bo

cause for alarm, rather, they are in the realm of natural phenomena

subject to scientific study, just as cosmic rays were at the time

of their discovery 20 to 30 years ago. This was an attitude in

which Dr. Robertson did not concur, as he felt that such artifacts

would be of immediate and great concern not only to the O.S. but

to all countries- (Nothing like a common threat to unite peoplest)

Dr. Page noted that present astronomical knowledge of the solar

system makes the existence of intelligent beings (as we know the

term) elsewhere than on the earth extremely unlikely, and the

concentration of their attention by any controllable means confined

to any one continent of the earth quite preposterous.

raZHOWTON. OTAH, SIOTTIHG

This case was considered significant because of the excellent

documentary evidence in the form of Kodachrome motion picture films

(about 1600 frames). The Panel studied these films, the case history,

ATIC'a interpretation, and received a briefing by representatives of

the OSH Photo Interpretation Laboratory on their analysis of the

film. This term had expended (at Air Force request) approximately

-11-
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1000 man-hours of professional and sub-professional tw in the

preparation of graph plots of individual frans of the film, show

ing apparent and relative motion of ob:ects and variation in tfa. ir

light intensity It was the opinion of the P.I L. represented*

that the objects sighted were not birds, balloons or aircraft, were

-not reflections because there was no blinking while passing through

60° of arc" and were, therefore, "self-luminous". Plots of motion

and variation in light intensity of the objects -ere displayed

While the Panel Members were impressed by the evident enthusiasm,

industry and extent of effort of the P 1 I ten, they could not

accept the conclusions reached Some of the reasons for this were

as followst

a A semi-spherical object can readily produce a reflection

of sunlight without "blinking" through 60° of arc tra^l

b Although no data was available on the -aliedo" of birds or

polyethylene balloons in bright sunlight, the apparent

motions. 5«es and brightnesses of the objects were

considered strongly to suggest birds, particularly after

the Panel viewed a short film showing high reflectivity

of seagulls in bright sunlight,

c P I L description of the objects sighted as -circular,

bluish-white" in color would be expected in cases of

(error) *£££ul«r reflections of sunlight f.e« convex surfaces

where the brilliance of the reflection would obscure other

portions of the object



d. Objects in the Great Falls case were believed to have

probably been aircraft, and the bright lights such reflections.

e. There was no valid reason for the attempt to relate the objects

in the Tremonton sighting to those in the Great Falls sight

ing This may have been due to misunderstanding in their

directive. The objects in the Great Falls sighting axe

strongly suspected of being reflections of aircraft known to

have been in the area.

f. The intensity change in the Tremonton lights was too great

for acceptance of the P.I L. hypothesis that the apparent

motior and changing intensity of the lights indicated extremely

high speed in small orbital paths.

g. Apparent lack of guidance of investigators by those familiar

with O.F.O. reports and explanations.

h Analysis of light intensity of objects made from duplicate

rather than original filn. The original film was noted to

have a much lighter background (affecting relative brightness

of object) and the objects appeared much less bright,

i. Method of obtaining data of light intensity appeared faulty

because of unsuitability of equipment and questionable

assumptions in making averages of readings.

j. Ho data had been obtained on the sensitivity of Kodachrome

film to light of various intensities using the same camera

type at the same lens openings.

-13-
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k. Hand "3itter- frequencies (obtainable from early part of

Treaonton fila) were not removed from the plots of the

"oingle pass plots" at the end of the film.

The Panel believed strongly that the data available on -his

sighting was sufficient for positive identification if furtt * data

is obtained by photographing polyethylane -pillow" balloons released

near the site under similar weather conditions, checking bird flight

and reflection characteristics with competent ornithologists and

calculating apparent "G" forces acting upon objects from their apparent

tracks It was concluded that the results of such tests would prob

ably lead to creditable explanations of value in an educational or

training program. However, the Panel noted that the cost in technical

manpower effort required to follow up and explain every one of the

thousand or more reports received through channels each year (1,900 in

1952) could not be justified. It was felt that there will always be

sightings, for which complete data is lacking, that can only be

explained with disproportionate effort and with a long time delay, if

at all. The long delay in explaining a sighting tends to eliminate

any intelligence value. The educational or training program should

have as a major purpose the elimination of popular feeling that every

sighting, no matter how poor the data, must be explained in detail.

Attention should be directed to the requirement among scientists that

a new phenomena, to be accepted, must be completely and convincingly

documented In other words, the burden of proof is on the sighter,

not the explainer.

-14-
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POTENTIAL RELATED DANGERS

The Panel Members were in agreement with O/SI opinion that,

although evidence of any direct threat from these sightings was

wholly lacking, related dangers sight well exist resulting from:

a. Hisidentification of actual enemy artifacts by defense

personnel.

b. Overloading of emergency reporting channels with "false"

information ("noise to signal ratio" analogy—Berkner)-

c. Subjectivity of public to mass hysteria and greater vul

nerability to possible enemy psychological warfare.

Although not the concern of CIA, the first two of these problems

may seriously affect the Air Defense intelligence system, and should

be studied by experts, possibly under ADC. If, O.F.O-'s become dis

credited in a reaction to the "flying saucer" scare, or if report-

Ing chftnrmlp are saturated with false and poorly documented reports,

our capability of detecting hostile activity will be reduced.

Dr. Page noted that more competent screening or filtering of reported

sightings at or near the source is required, and that this can best

be accomplished by an educational program.

CSOCTAPHIC LOCATIONS OF UNEXPLAINED SIGHTINGS

The map prepared by ATIC showing geographic locations of officially

reported unexplained sightings (19S2 only) was examined by the Panel.

This map showed clusters in certain strategic areas such as Los Alamos.

This might be explained on the basis of 24-hour watchful guard and

awareness of security measures near such locations On the other

hand, there had been -10 sightings -n the vicinity of sensitive

related AE establishments while there were occasionally multiple

cases of unexplained sightings in non-strategic areas Furthermore,

there appeared to be no logical relationship to population centers.

The Panel could find no ready explanation for these clusters It

was noted, however, that if terrestrial artifacts were to be observed

it would be likely that they would be seen first near foreign areas

rather than central U.S

INSTRUMENTATION TO OBTAIN DATA

The Panel was of the opinion that the present ATIC program to

place 100 inexpensive 35 mo stereo cameras in the hands of various

airport control tower operators would probably produce little valu

able data related to u.F O.'s However, it was recognized that

such action would tend to allay public concern in the subject until

an educational program had taken effect It was believed that pro

curement of these cameras was partly the result of public pressure

in July 1952 With the poor results of the year-long Project

TWINKLE program of 24 hour instrumentation watch (two frames of

film showing nothing distinguishable), a widespread program of sky-

watching would not be expected to yield ouch direct data of value.

There was considerable discussion of a possible "sky patrol" by

amateur astronomers (Hyneh.) and by wide-angle cameras (Page). Dr Page

and Dr. Robertson pointed out that at present a considerable fraction
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Of the sky ia now—and has been for many years—under surveillance

every clear night in.several meteor and aurora observing programs as

well as sky mapping programs at the various locations listed below.

Although the attention of those astronomers is largely directed

toward identified rather than unidentified objects, no case of any

striking unidentified object is known to Dr. Page or Or Hynek. Such

an object would most certainly be reported if found on patrol plates

X case was cited where an astronomer refused to interrupt his

exposure in order to photograph an alleged sighting in a different

part of the sky. This led Dr Bynek to say that, if a program of

watehing could be an adjunct of planned astronomical programs, little

cost would be involved and that the trained astronomical personnel

might photograph a sighting of an unidentified object.

The location of some of these programs and their directors are

believed to bei

a Harvard University, Cambridge and New Mexico (meteor patrol) -

Whipple.

b. Yerkes Observatory, University of Chicago and Fort Davis, Texas

(several programs)—Meineljaurorae), Kuiper (asteroids),

Morgan (wide angle camera).

c. University of Alaska, Fairbanks (aurorae* - Elvey

d. Dominion Observatory, Ottawa (meteors) - Hillman

e Palomar Observatory, California (sky map) - Minkowskl

f Lick Observatory, California (sky map) - Shane
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Zt was agreed by the Panel that no government-sponsored program

of optical nation-wide sky patrol is worthwhile at the present time,

and that the encouragement of amateur astronomers to undertake such

a program might have the adverse effect of over-emphasizing "flying

saucer" stories in the public mind However, the issue of radar'scope

cameras for recording peculiar radar echoes would serve several pur

poses, including the better understanding of radar interference as

well as identification of DFO.'s

RADAR PROBLEM OF MUTUAL INTERFERENCE

This characteristic problem of radar operation wherein the pulse

signal (of approximately the same frequency) from station A may be

picked up on the screen of station B and show as a high-speed track

or series of dots was recognized to have probably caused a number of

U F.O reports. This problem was underlined by information received

indicating ADC concern in solving this problem of signal identification

before service use of very high-speed aircraft or guided missiles

(1955-1956_ Dr Berkner believed that one answer to this problem

was the use of a "doppler filter" in the receiving circuit Or Alvares

suggested that the problem might be better solved by the use of a

"controlled jitter" wherein the operator receiving "very fast tracks"

(on the order of 1000 - 10,000 m p h ) would operate a circuit which

would alter slightly his station's pulse frequency rate. If the signal

received on the screen had been caused by mutual interference with

another station, the tracX would now show itself at a different distance
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from the center of the screen, if it still appeared at all Dr. Alvarez ,

felt such a technical solution was simpler and would cost much less than

a -Doppler filter."

mEXPIAIHED COSMIC RAY PHENOMENA

Two reported ca5es -ere examined, one at Palomar Mountain. California,

In October 1949, when cosmic ray counter went -off scale for a few seconds,"

apparently while a -V- of flying saucers was observed visually, and two,

a series of observations by the "Los Alamos Bird Watchers Association" iron.

August 1950 to January 1951c, when cosmic ray coincidence counters behaved

cueerly "circuit diagrams and records were available for the latter, and

Dr. Alvarez was able quickly to point out that the recorded data were

undoubtedly due to instrumental effects that would have been recognized

as such by oore experienced observers.

The implication that radioactive effects were correlated with

unidentified flying objects in these two cases was, therefore, rejected

by the Panel.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM

The Panel's concept of a broad educational program integrating

efforts of all concerned agencies was that it should have two »jor

aims training and "debunking*.

The training aim would result in proper recognition of unusually

illuminated objects (e.g., balloons, aircraft reflections) as well as

natural phenomena (meteors, fireballs, mirages, noctilucent clouds).

Both visual and radar recognition are concerned. There would be many
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levels in such education fro. enlisted personnel to comnund and research

personnel Relative emphasis and degree of explanation of different

programs would correspond to the catagor.es of duty (.., - radar operator-

pilots, control tower operators. Ground Observer Corps personnel and

officer, and enlisted men in other catagor.es ) This training should

result in . marked reduction in reports caused by ^identification

and resultant confusion.

The -debunking" •» would resuit in reduction » public interest

in "flying saucers" which today evokes a strong psychological reaction.

This education could be accomplished by mass media such as television,

motion Pictures, and popular articles Basxs of such education would

be actual case histories which had been puzzling at first but later

explained. As in the case of conning tricks, there is much less

stimulation if the "secret" is known Such a program should tend to

reauce the current gullibility of the public and consequently their

susceptibility to clever hostile propaganda The Panel noted that t -

general absence of *,Ssian propaganda based on a subject with so man

obvious possibilities for exploitation might indicate a possible Russian

official policy.

HCTb.r, ot the Panel had v.ri»u» suction, related to t*e Pl*nnin, of

«h . educational P"*"» « « "" «—>' ttot w*"1-"41 f-u"r

s»o"« -*« - tt» "*— "* -t-t °£ °"
(«««- Oniv.rsity,

pro=r» in thl, connection. Dr »dl«

-20-



psychology of panic, written about the famous Orson Welles radio broadcast

in 1938) and has since performed advanced laboratory studies in the field

of perception. The names of Don Marquis (University of Michigan! and

Leo Boston were mentioned as possibly suitable as consultant psychologists.

Also, someone familiar with mass communication techniques, perhaps an

advertising expert, would be helpful. Arthur Godfrey was mentioned as possibly

a valuable channel of communication reaching a mass audience of certain levels.

Dr Berkner suggested the U S. Havy (OUR) Special Devices Center, Sands

Point, L.I., as a potentially valuable organization to assist in such an

educational program. The teaching techniques used by this agency for

aircraft identification during the past war was cited as an example of a

similar educational task. The Jam Bandy Co. which made World Har II

training films (motion picture and slide strips) was also suggested, as well

as Walt Disney, Inc. animated cartoons. Dr. Hynelc suggested that the

amateur astronomers in the D.S. might be a potential source of enthusi-

stic talent "to spread the gospel". It was believed that business

clubs, high schools, colleges, an* television stations would all be

pleased to cooperate in the showing of documentary type motion pictures

if prepared in an interesting manner. The use of true cases showing

first the "mystery" and then the "explanation" would be forceful

To plan and execute such a program, the Panel believed was no

mean task. The current investigatory group at ATIC would, of necessity,

have to be closely integrated for support with respect to not only the
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historical cases but the current ones Recent cases are probably much

more susceptible to explanation than older ones first, because of

ATIC's experiences and, secondly, their knowledge of most plausible

explanations The Panel believed that scoe expansion of the ATIC effort

would certainly be required to support such a program. It was believed

inappropriate to state exactly how large a Table of Organization would

be required Captain Ruppelt of ATIC unofficially proposed, for purposes

of analyzing and evaluating reports

a. An analysts' panel of four officers

b. Four officer investigators

c. A briefing officer

d. An ADC liason officer

e A weather and balloon data officer

f. An astronomical consultant

g A Group Leader, with administrative assistant, file clerks and

stenographers.

This proposal met with generally favorable comment. The Pr-nel

believed that, with ATIC's support, the educational program of "train

ing and debunking" outlined above might be required for a minimum of

one and one-half to two years. At the end of this time, the dangers

related to "flying saucers" should have been greatly reduced if not

eliminated- Cooperation from other military services and agencies

concerned (e g., Federal Civil Defense Administration) would be a

necessity. In investigating significant cases (such as the Tremonton,

Utah, sighting) controlled experiments might be required. An example



would be the photographing of -pillow balloons" at different distances

under similar weather conditions at the site

The i-alp of one or two psychologists am writers and subcontractor

to product training films would be necessary in addition. The Panel

considered that ATIC's efforts, tenporarily expanded as necessary,

could be most useful m implementing any action taken as a result of

its recommendations Experience and records in ATIC would be of value

in both the public educational and service training program envisaged.

Dr. Robertson at least was of the opinion that after public gullibility

lessened and the service organizations, such as ADC, had been trained

to sift out the more readily explained spurious sightings, there would

still be a role for a very modest'sUed ATIC section to cope with the

residuum of items of possible scientific intelligence value This

section should concentrate on energetically following up (perhaps on

the advice of qualified Air Force Scientific Advisory Board members)

those cases which seeoea to indicate the evidence of unconventional

enemy artifacts. Reports of such artifacts would be expected to

arise mainly from Western outposts in far closer proximity to the

Iron Curtain than Lubbock. Texas!

UNOFFICIAL IKVEST1GATCG GROUPS

The Panel took cognizance of the existence of such groups as the

"Civilian Flying Saucer Investigators" (Los Argeles) and the "Aerial

Phenomena Research Organization (Wisconsin). It was believed that

such organizations should be watched because of their potentially
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great influence on mass thinking if widespread sightings should occur.

The apparent irresponsibility and the possible use of such groups

for subversive purposes should be kept in mind.

INCREASE IN NUMBER OF SIGHTINGS

The consensus of the Panel was, based upon the history of the

subject, that the number of sightings could be reasonably expected

to increase again this summer.
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REPORT OF THE SCIENTIFIC PAhEL

ON

UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS

Jan 17 19S3

1 Pursuant to the request of the Assistant Director for

Scientific Intelligence, the undersigned Panel of Scientific Consultants has

met to evaluate any possible threat to national security posed by Unidentified

Flying Objects ("Flying Saucers"), and to make recommendations thereon

The Panel has received the evidence as presented by cognizant intelli

gence agencies, primarily the Air Technical Intelligence Center, and has

reviewed a selection of the best documented incidents.

2. As a result of its considerations, the Panel concludes

a That the evidence presented on Unidentified Flying

Objects shows no indication that these phenomena constitute

a direct physical threat to national security

He firmly believe that there is no residuum of cases which indicates

phenomena which axe attributable to foreign artifacts capable of hostile

acts, and that there is no evidence that the phenomena indicate a need

for the revision of current scientific concepts.

3. The Panel further concludes

a. That the continued emphasis on the reporting of

(perilous)

these phenomena does, in these parlous times, result in a

threat to the orderly functioning of the protective organs

of the body politic.

We cite as examples the clogging of channels of communication by irrelevant

reports, the danger of being led by continued false alarms to ignore real
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indications of hostile action, and the cultivation of a morbid national

psychology in which skillful hostile propaganda could induce hysterical

behavior and harmful distrust of duly constituted authority

4 In order most effectively to strengthen the national facilities

for the timely recognition and the appropriate handling of true indications

of hostile action, and to minimize the concomitant dangers alluded to

above, the Panel recommends

a That the national security agencies take immediate steps

to strip the Unidentified Flying Objects of the special status they

have been given and the aura of mystery they have unfortunately

acquired;

b That the national security agencies institute policies

on intelligence, training, and public education designed to prepare

the material defenses and the morale of the country to recognize

most promptly and to react most effectively to true indications

of hostile intent or action

We suggest that these aims nay be achieved by an integrated program

designed to reassure the public of the total lack of evidence of inimical

forces behind the phenomena, to train personnel to recognize and reject

false indications quickly and effectively, and to strengthen regular

channels for the evaluation of and pronpt reaction to true indications

of hostile measures

/s/ Lloyd V Berkner

Associated Universities, Inc

/s/ H P Robertson

/s/ Luis W Alvarez

University of California

,Chairman

/s/ S A Goudsmit

Brookhaven National Laboratories

/s/ Thornton Page

Johns Hopkins University
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1,

2*

3.

t^

S*

6.

7.

6.

9.

10.

U.

12.

13*

Seraztj-tixe casa histories of ajghtlnga 1951 - 1952 (aeloctod by
ATIC in theaa bast dccunonted)•

ATIC Statua and Prograes Roporto of J^ojaet, GRDCCE and Projoet

BLD£ BOOK (code nasao for ATIC atudjr of subject).

frogrooe Reports of Project STQRF

oaotraet work auppeatlne ATIC).

Somary Report of Slgbtlzga at Hollonan Air Fare* Base, Dow Mexico.

Feport. of DSA7 Heaenrch Center, Castrldgot ftuia., 2oreatl£atloa of

"Gra«a Tlretell" "^**». (ProJact TVISXLE). ,

Ootllaa of Zpraatlgatlon of 0,7.0.'a fropoaad by Elrtlasd Up Foroa

Eana (ftojeet PODDCE),

Motion FiotoTfl FUbb «£-Bl£hUngB at Tramtan, Stub, 2 July 1952

and Qraat Falla9 MontoBa, Aueoat 1950*

Suujoiy Baport of 89 aelaotod caaeo of aleJ^iacs of various
categories (Fcroatlona, Bliaklng l&gkta, anrorlng, oto.)*

Draft of manuals "Bow to M&a a FIJCfflRK*, preporad at AIJE*

Chart ShovtBZ Plot of Goographic looatlan of Dnarplaliied SlglitlBgs

In tha Dnltod SUtea dtarlog 1953.

Chart Saotdsc Balloon Immrhing Sltos In tha United States.

Charto Stouise Salactod Actual Balloon Filch* P&tha aal Relation

to Roportad S

Charts Shoviag Froqueooy of Baporta of SlghtlagB, 1948 - 1952.

Charts Shoying Catagcrlaa of &plaztatlono of Slghtisga.

Kodachrooa TrsxspsrencieB of PolT^thylana ?12a Balloons Is Bright
Sunlight Showing Hlgb '

SANITIZED COPT

17.

18.

19,

20.

22.

TABS

Hrtlon pietiw cf seagulls In bright sunlight showing fat**

totcllicemo Toporta Relating to 0.3.3^. lotaraat la U. 3.

Sarplea of Offlolal 03AF Reportiag Poraa and Copies of
Mr Force, Amy an* Hwy Ordars Ralating to a,M«*.

Sanpla Poly^hylane "Pllloy- Ballooo (5*. !*»»•

-Variations la nadar Covaraga*. JJuTP 101
l htltloa of 3arfflca rad
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rtratlag mmsnals la nadar Covaraga. JJuTP 101 (Hu«
charaotarlstloa of 3arfflca radar) •

Htcaallontfons offlelal lottora rod foreign lntolllgeDOa roports
l with aubjeet.

Copt- of popular puhliahed worHl doaliflS «J^ ■*!•*
In poriodicila, ceuapapar cUpplng" «nd booJesJ.
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The mystery of 'Tab B" and 'Tab C "

When Am Druffel requested and received a copy of the declassified Durant

memo in January 1975, the document was not complete because 'Tab B" and "Tab

C" were missing The document's index listed Tab B as a "List of Personnel

Concerned With Meetings," and Tab C as a "List of Documentary Evidence Present
ed." Miss Druffel wrote the QA m late January asking for the missing pages,
and on February 19th the CIA's Freedom of Information Coordinator, Robert S
Young, replied, saying only sanitized versions of the Tabs could be released but

this, of course, was of no value to Hiss Druffel because the sanitized version
was already in public circulation, however she still ordered a copy When she
received the requested material, she noted something odd about the documents
sent by Mr Young. Tab B was apparently nislabled as Tab C because the mat
erial was the list of evidence presented and not the list of personnel concera-
edCThe reproduction in this booklet is the document received bv Miss Druffel
Che can check the index and compare it to Tabs B and C There is no correla
tion.)

In Young s letter to Miss Druffel Tab C is described as still classified and
still under review, however the Freedom of Information Coordinator never did
inform Miss Druffel of the results of this review Curious, Miss Druffel pon
dered why Tab C was still classified, offering two suggests to explain the
sensitivity of the information under review 1 ) The list of personnel may have
concerned possible questions about the CIA's interference in domestic affairs
which is prohibited by the agency's charter, and 2 ) On the other hand, the
material in question may be part of a "super-secret final report." 69

A third possibilty and one Miss Druffel did not consider, was that the per
son who drew up the document did a sloppy job and made a mistake similar to the
one involving the dates of the panel meetings.

Further biographical data concerning the panel members

The scientists on the panel were more than just gifted academicians picked at
random. They were men with close ties to the military and thus their obiect-
ivity was suspect. They were among the military's top weapons development and
application experts. The information in brackets will not be found m the CIA
Durant memo.

-Berkner(Cne of the directors of project LINCOLN In World War II di
rected the radar section of Weapons System Evaluation Group At the
end of the war he was appointed secretary of Research and Development
Board of Defense.)

-RobertsonCAt the time of the panel he was a CIA employee and the Di
rector for Weapons Systems Evaluation Croup in the Office of the De
fense Years before during World War II, ui 1943, he was the American
Chiefs of Staff representive at the British meetings to examine evidence
obtained to prove the existence of the German V-l flying bomb )

-Goudsnut(Scientific Chief, ALOS MISSION, the Intelligence group sent to
Europe at the end of World War II to check on German efforts to build
an atomic bomb.)

-Alvarez(We have already discussed his work on pages 19-20 )

-Page(Scientific advisor, HQ U S Army Europe 1952-1956. Anti-UFO views ex
pressed extensively in the book UT-Os-A Scientific Debate, published in 1972)
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-Dr. Stephan PossonyfWe are indebted to UFO researchers B Ann Slate and
Ann Druffel for uncovering some fasinatmg facts about this person Dr
Possony received a decoration for predicting when the Russians would ex
plode its first A-bcmb(1949) This is not too surprising since he was
a top expert in Intelligence and Strategic analysis, prune credentials
for the LINCOLN effort although his possible appointment to that pro
ject has not been checked.but at the tune of the panel, according to
Slate and Druffel, Dr. Possony was " . a member of a secret government

group charged with investigating occurrences of unknown and puzzling
nature UFOs fell into this catagory " ) 70

The names of two men ,and the groups they represented, were completely
deleted from the "Sanitized" version They were

-Weapons Intelligence specialist David B Stevenson, Weapons 6 Evaluations

[W6E) Divisions, CjI. CIA

-Atmospheric physicist Dr Frederic Carl Oder, Lt Col. USAF, Deputy Chief,
Operations Staff, OSI, CIA.

Ruppelt or Durant' Who to believe'

The reader will have make up his own mind as to which version of the Robertson

panel is the most valid Ruppelt1s or Durant's

Ruppelt's account is by far the most fasinatmg since it gives so much emphasis
to the extraterrestrial theory. According to the BLUE BOOK chief, the very first
order of business was the consideration of three possible verdicts

"1 ) All UFO Teports are explainable as known objects or natural phenomena,
therefore the investigation should be permanently discontinued

2 ) The UFO reports do not contain enough data upon which to base a final
conclusion Project Blue Book should be continued in hopes of obtain

ing better data

3 ) The UFOs are interplanetary spacecraft " 71

None of these "possible verdicts" are to be found m the Durant document As
stated before,there is no official documentation to show that the panel s job was
to determine what UFOs were.

Similarly, Ruppelt refers to the last order of business, stating that after re
viewing the data the panel's conclusimTwould be submitted to the National Security
Council for further action, which is as far as Durant goes, but Ruppelt also adds
that an allowance was to be made for an extraterrestrial conclusion with the paper
work then going to the White House for action by the President1 72

Having read this far. the reader can see that Ruppelt's flatly states that the

purpose of the panel was to determine the exact nature of UFOs, rather "han to
determine the effect of UFO reports on the American Air Defense network

The "missing first two days "

As previously stated, according to Ruppelt the first twodays of the ^el, Jan
uary 12th and January 13th, consisted of a presentation by him of the findings of
project BLUE BOOK He told the scientists that some 4,400 UFO reports had been
received by the Air Force since June of 1947,but the military had rejected all of
them except 1.S93 because the latter amount was determined to be suitable for
analysis BLUE BOOK had estimated that they were only receiving reports on only
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10* of the UFO sightings being made in the U S , so it was estimated that over
3 peTi°i,2f * years the grand total rf "P0 sightings must have been a stagger-
ing 44,U0Q. '

Of the 1,593 reports, Ruppelt told the panel 26 94* were listed as "un
known and these reports had been scrutinized carefully. He admitted that
sane aspects gave indications of patterns Unknowns were were most often
elliptical, metallic or white-colored objects, and reports of them peaked in
the month of JUly with a smaller peak around Eecember. Another correlation
was the habitual reporting of UFOs w the vicinity of "technically interesting"
areas like harbors, certain critical manufacturing sites, and atomic energy
plants. Furthermore, he pointed out that the UFO reports did not follow what
would be considered a normal distribution typical of a natural phenomenon. And

uTL!?0?*"* an' fc'Hwlt mentioned that UFOs were not an "exclusive American
problem1 because BLUE BOOK had received reports from all over the world.(The
breakdown of UFO characteristics as determined bv the Air Force given bv Rup
pelt in 19S3 echo the results of preliminary studies by Air Force Intelligence
m September 1947, and a summary of Project SIGN by Dr. G. F. Valley of the
Air Force Scientific Advisory Board in 1949.)

BIUE BOOK had tried to come to grips with something substantial, by examin
ing reportsd size, speed, and altitute, but the big problen with that was the
?_S reliable reference points,therefore any figures derived could not con

sidered accurate. However, this is not to say BLUE BOOK was not willing to
grant sane credibility to trained observers who insisted the object they saw
moved "faster than anything they had ever seen." This led to the mention of
radar cases which provided sane points of reference. Ruppelt informed the
assembled scientists that the highest speeds measured in the best cases on file,
the combination radar-visual incidents, reached impressive velocities of 700-
800 miles per hour. 73.

Contrary to rumors, no "hardware'1 existed, according to Ruppelt. but over
l re* 2 ""Si* for ** want * serial to analyzi. KSpte sen? iTSl

* *S*U STAfJ **-rf*» lite Banure. SimlSly, so-caUed
ience" offered by individuals claiming "contact with saucer pilots"

nal SgSr111"^ and none of it stood up to inspection as being of extraterrest-

Photographic evidence. Still pictures

H halsulmi««l dozens of "saucer snapshots" but tests de-
(EESkl ftSL^il! lCnS fi^CSf ■■* caPs> **"&*. a*1 other mundane things
Outright fakes like retouched negatives were cannon but easy to detect.

Photographic evidence Movie films.

tPute.an(*her *«ter It took Hollywood-type equipment to
" sojny forage received special attention: Two impress-
^ Trenonton. were mentioned but they were considered

Menzel's theories

Harv'ard?! J theOTies» »W»" bought up the ideas
Wldely P^licized-tricks of light" solution

Assurances were given that Menzel's work had been taken
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Big Skyhooks and their little brothers, weather balloons, were good sources
of explanations, but again, not all cases could be attributed to them

UFOs in history

The panel then got a history lesson as Ruppelt related BLUE BOCK's research

into old newspaper morgues, back files of scientific journals, and dust-cover

ed books in the Library of Congress These sources had many UFO-like phenomena

which were reported in the past prior to "modern era" of Kenneth Arnold About

the only thing such findings proved to BLUE BOOK was that there was nothing new

to many of the controversies currently tormenting the Air Force 74

Astronomer poll

Opinions and comments of astronomers were sought by BLUE BOOK which requested

Dr Hynek to solicit frank views concerning the UFO mystery by means of friendly

conversation Dr Hynek found a high degree of interest among the professional

skywatchers but none would take a public stand on the issue without solid data

Ruppelt had spent so much tune on his briefing, questions by the panel members

was postponed for the following day 75

Second day

When the scientists convenved the morning of the second day, according to

what Ruppelt wrote, the panel members asked if any interesting images had been
recorded by the large skv cameras that regularly recorded the flashes of meteor

ites over the U S Ruppelt replied that BLUE BOOK had high hopes something
interesting could be found on the camera's photographic records but it was learn

ed nothing below 100 miles altitute could be recorded bv the instruments

The panel also made an inquiry about the famous Orson Wells broadcast of October
1938 which produced widespread panic The scientists wanted to know what role
hysteria played in UFO reporting In answer, Ruppelt stated that it was BLUE

BOOK'S accessment that witnesses invaribly were thinking Nearly during their UFO

experience.

The remainder of the day consisted of exchanges over details of Ruppelt1s

long briefing

Third day

On the agenda the third day was the review and debating of a select number of
UFO reports These were 50 of what BLUE BOOK felt were the best in their files
(Unfortunately no details of the discussions weTe given by Ruppelt ) All of
the 50 were rejected bv the panel because of the "existence of loopholes" m each
case We are not told what these "loopholes" were but Ruppelt confesses that
they were "extremely small " The scientists justified their nit-picking by the

immense implications of any decision they might make

*Any reasonably intelligent person would have recognized this obvious ground

rule at the outset, which returns us to one of the first questions concern

ing the panel "What was its purpose7" Project LINCOLN leader Llo> Berkner,

a panel member, didn't even show up for the proceedings until Frida when the

best evidence, theTremonton film, was shown and discussed Did Be kner have

pressing business elsewhere, or was his late arrival due to his havjig "heard

it all before " At the very least, the fact that one panel member sat in on

only one day of meetings further weakens the panel's claim to an adequate re

view of the material and casts more doubt on the group's final conclusions
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The "Fournet presentation" according to Ruppelt

During the discussions about evidence, Major Dewey Fournet was called on to
make a presentation of the highly controversial study he had helped to conduct
S J^S}^ UF° Inaneuv?rs P«m»t told the panel his team examined over 300
™,5j ^U=*»*. and^ter sifting.only IS cases of very high strangeness re-
££2i,iT^ ^J^ Of *" m0tl0ns of the "F05 ln the« select ca>es de
monstrated to hm and others working on the material, that something with
;^ns was. controlling the aerial bodies under observation, and due to the per-

^J?9^'*** °h}eCtt ¥onM bUo imm t0 3 Product rf M extraterrest
science (Durant gives no hint about Fournefs space visitor ideas ).

DtniUi?^ ** the sensatlonal na^re of the study's conclusion, the panel gave
Ruppelt the impression it was seriously pondering what they heard.

Rejection of the Fournet study

,«,The spec,ial f^y conducted bv Founet's team, with its sensational conclus
ions, was discarded on the grounds that every UFO report used m the study, re
gardless of the credentials of the observers, was evidence of the human eye
only and therefore was not infallible. If photographic data had been used as
evidence showing a body moving through the air or blips across a scope face,
then Fournet men would have same exact figures 76.

Friday, the fourth day according to Ruppelt

IE! la!5>1? version of events,with the

Ruppelt

"The scientists knew about them, especially the Tremonton Movio because
since late July they had been the subject of many closed-door conferences
Generals, Admirals, and GS-16's had seen them at 'command performances "

The Montana film.

and discuss-

77

^lckly narrowed **« *«*«« to the es-
s. and meteors, had been eliminated from

r5lections « the so1* P°«ible candidate to
d *** r6SUltS rf ** *" ForCe "^estigation
suspects in the case, in a different part of

f1!^ °f **» Phot^pher In any 52,
steadyCeach frame was examined under magnifica-

SrLSf^""l^r11 lr J* "^ T1 rf reflectl°n ^ Panel waftoldthe images on the Montana film were due to an unknown cause. 78.

The Tremonton film.

abbrevia*ed account of the Tremonton incident, Ruppelt called at-
Sane Slmilf"les ^ differences between the NewhSise footage and

s ^ ""«« ^ the f lCases

of

g

""«« ^ the appearance of large cir-

^ f0Otage' &er' showed °^ects
rcontrast *» «»» ^g curving trajectory of the pair
footage. The Tremonton objects faded in and out as

Ti?££ S^t ** ^ fact V0lded "V ^e the ooiects could be explained
balloons which are spherical and thus give off a steady light ^

weredufto SSflfi!1° "* V been.sSmPed IV the unages and didn't think they
were due to balloons, aircraft, or birds.
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AnJST^Hh^SL^ TKTtly caBPlSd lts °"" analysxs, the men frcm the
Anacostia lab made themselves available to answer questions

1?! f ^" fllm W3S "" ten tunes* ^ then ^th films were run smiltan-
S said ^ « ^r JJSJoT
iSttTno? a^raTo^i^ ^ controlled vehicles

^ SJi^iJ^1? m the NaVy'S ar^ent «» a Possible error in the Navy's
m "**"»«* that measured the density of the photo-

Sether S^rrrrJ^r^ t0 ^^ the astrononer on the panel ouestioned
whether the correct technioue was used Ruppelt adds "This didn't necessanlv

* ti50 T3"1"1 ^ N^11* suggested that seagulls riding
possible solution Ruppult disagreed and informed the panll
JJV*1 bT considered months earlier but had been rejected

8 •7Wd °fr^e °f ?* Objects that ^ becn Photographed speeding
rn:n " rt ^T3^61" !JewhoUse ^ held the'movil camera steady!

JSJ S8 ? P fS thr0Ugh hls field of view ^ Panel member suggested
that Newhouse, in his excitement, may have moved the camera bv "panning with
the action thereby throwing off calulations which assumed a fixed position
This made Ruppelt pause, but the BLUE BOOK chief still couldn't buy the seaeull
answer even through soaring birds had a strong resanblance to the banking, dip
ping, and soaring objects on the film 80 . ** P

Rejection of the Montana film

rh^^V1* M°ntana fita V35 the testuno"y of the two witnesses who claimed
the jets in the area were clearly visible and m the wrong part of the sky to be

?,^ I" ?1<!CtJ Ptfoto^aP^ Their tcsJXSWbSedV^
SS ♦£ fllfat™ °*thc "cadoit which determined that the landing

5 r£\ £ ^tJ^al airfield confirmed the witnesses' disciption of the pith
of theF-94s sweep through the area This was still rejected bv the panel be-
if?«e" si c raS *tlllj chance that the two UFOs could have been the two
jets 81 Since the white dots on the Montana film were ambipuous there
was no way of totally eliminating the aircraft explanation. Iguous'tnere

Ruppelt's final thoughts

In his final words about his briefings to the panel. Ruppelt maintained that if
the panel opted for a real vehicle explanation for UFO reports, there could only
be the extrairestrial verdict because " no one at the meeting gave a second
thought to the possibility that the UFO's might be a supersecret U S aircraft or
a Soviet development " 82

The last two days according to Ruppelt

Saturday and Sunday, as explained by Ruppelt, the panel used to reread their
notes and recheck the material that had been presented The five panel members de
bated the problem and formed their conclusion

In the last analysis the panel found no compelling reason to indorse visitors
from another celestrial orb. no evidence that was beyond question as *o proof of
travellers from another world

boliv ?o KhfLn°Lbel1^ th3t 1C 1S ""Possible for some othtr celestial
body to be inhabited bv intelligent creatures Nor is it impossible that
these creatures could have reached such a state of development that they
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could visit the earth However, there is nothing m all of the so-called
•flying saucer' reports that we have read that would indicate that this is

taking place " 83

The Durant memo gives no such prominence to such sentiments, instead a rather
Ion* conclusion stressed the problems which affected Americafs Air Defence Intell
igence systems, and the only reference to a rejection of the extraterrestrial ex
planation for UFOs was sane language(very similar to Ruppelt's quote given above)
inserted into cements on the Fournet presentation(See pages 10-11 of the Durant

memo).
In his book.The Report on Unidentified Flying Obiects, Ruppelt points out that

while the Tremonton~FiIm~diar not Find acceptance as ^evidence, its proponents
were encouraged by the fact that the panel did allow for a re-evaluation by the
Navy experts to put to rest certain reservations about the testing methods used ot
This re-evaluation, however, was not done and it may have had sanethuig to do with
the fate of the Navy photo lab where the Navy experts were employed This will be
touched on later.

"Recommendations."

Later when Ruppelt learned of the panel's conclusions, he feared that the
panel would recommend either a cancellation or a reduction of BLUE BOOK activit

ies He was pleasantly surprised, however, when he found out that the panel
had recamtendated the expansion of the UFO project, a quadrupled effort heavy
on specially trained personnel and instrumentation. With this expansion, the
panel also recennended that the Air Force share with the American public all
the details of every investigative phase which would include unrestricted re
lease of UFO reports and official evaluations This policy was suppose to

have a two-fold purpose 10 The Air Force would have to do a better job of in
vestigating UFO, reports, 2.)Since security breeds suspicion, this "open pol

icy" was suppose to dispel mystery. 85.

The Robertson panel - later comments

Years later panel member Dr Goudsmit revealed his thoughts about the Tremonton
film He maintained that the images seemed to him to be too bright and too far
away to provide a definitive decision as to their true shape, therefore if one
assumed* the obiects were much closer to the photographer than the photographer
asserts, then the estimates of the speeds and accelerations for the milling
objects fell within a resonable range, results compatible with birds 86

We can see here Dr Goudsmit rejected the more sophisticated argument of
intrinsic brightness of the unages.which the panel brushed aside by requesting
the Navy to recheck its work

The prejudice toward the UFO mystery by Goudsmit was made known in 1965
when in a personal letter he denounced the investigation of UFOs as a waste of
time for physicists and should be made the job of psychiatrists 87

As for the extraterrestrial theory to explain UFOs, Goudsnit was even more
ferocious, deeming society unstable, beset by the evils of drug addiction and

• Since no one could prove the objects were more than three miles away because of
the lack of reference points, it also follows that no one can prove the objects
were any nearer

a variety of mental disorders, and that the notion of space visitors was almost
as dangerous to public welfare 88

Dr Thornton Page was another of the five scientists to caiment on the panel
in later JSra The John Hopkins professor said he felt that to was sort of a
jumor membe" appointed only because he was an old friend of Dr Robertson and
n£ because he had any status to match that of the rest of the ff^ntists
scholars that ranked as famous men of science Dr Page remembers being in

"" recalling how impressed he was being in such company, Dr Page

language to voice while hearing the evidence In spite of their friendship,
Dr Robertson wasn't too happy about Page's blunder. 89

Dr Pace also confessed later that there existed some misconceptions m the
nanel's discussions as well as m the panel's final report Becoming more
ESSflcS^adTthe admission that seme S-10% of the UFO reports on file
25* a htghly reliable character and remained unexplained These trouble-
sane reports the panel " tended to ignore " 90

luminaries 91min

Pro-UFO expert Dr Daivd Saunders did a critique of the panel's judgements
on thl two UFO films and found than remarkable in view of the panel's eventual
re"come£?ions While the panel discovered possible flaws in the method of
bhSalysis, Dr Saunders noted the fact that the daws" couldbe corrected
S"^analysis without necessarily altering the results." 92 He pointed
«t that theWl's criticism of the validity of the Montana film was just to
state that it was "strongly suspected" the objects were aircraft Likewise,
the Tremonton images were "strongly suspected" to be birds si

Dewey Fournet was disgusted, saying later to Keyhoe "I know those CIA agents
(the pSel^mberslwere only following orders, but once or twice I almost blew

up " 94

Civilian UFO researcher Dennis Stacy

was thought odd bv Dennis Stacy that the panel would be of dis-

penology and Oology before drawning up official recomedations that
established policy1) 95
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The CSW tests uere capable of producing hard data beyoni the ability of
the human eye to preceive, as well as exceeding the limits of previously
mown methods and instrumentation

Shortening our story by skipping ever the technical details which are
discussed at length in the GSW paper on the analysis, we note that the
conclusions reached by the testing tean were strongly supported by their
work CSW concluded that test results confirmed the testimony of both
photographers, proving that the obiects were not aircraft in the Montana
case, and not birds in the Tremonton incident In fact, the CSW analysis
detennined~the critical unknown factor concerning the UFOs in the Tremonton
filn, the distance between the canera and the objects photographed Ac
cording to GSW tests, the Tremonton obiects were approximately 5-7 miles
away, much greater than the three mile estimate that would indicate slow
moving seagulls, therefore the obiects must have been large bodies travel
ling at a very high speed.

What was most fasmating, however, was the results after CSW studied th*

The Robertson panel adjourns

When the Robertson panel adjourned no written report of the

%Vrn ni\ ^JPPeU "I ^ t^S SUperior' ^"1 Garlai^ed to CIA headquarters for a briefing Without anything
had to accept the word of the CIA spokesman who spoke^f

£LS S.K510" £ "F B00K and hi*Ruppelt would be quickly disappointed

A written report

The only written account of the panel's work, the "Durant nemo " was sud-
pressed for five >ears(1953-19S8). although the existence of tte RdbSJsS?
S^,,^ R^11^ version of its proceedings was made known in 1956 with
the publication of Ruppelfs book The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects
On February 14 1958 Donald Kevhoei^KvicrorTicial arfinMtlaTS:
volvement in the Robertson panel fron the teQellan subcaimttee,
that was censored fran the "santized version" of the Durant memo

January 17th

Guatamala City, Guatamala

An observer on a bus traveling near Guatamala City viewed a stranee
phenomenon for 22 seconds in a clear blue sky The bright sunlight may
have caused the object's brilliant glare «"«*"«. "W

"C deleted) U S citizen resident in Cuatamala(Central America!
observed brilliant, greenish-gold, oblate object approximately
twice the size of DC-3 aircraft proceeding in Northwesterly direct
ion in horizontal flight at estmated altitude of 6,500 feet at estimat
ed speed of 400 miles per hour Object almost stopped horizontal
flight and then rose vertically 1,500 feet Hovered for approximately
z seconds, then umiediately resumed horizontal flight at a new alti
tude in the same direction and speed Object lost to view because
ot intervening terrain " 104
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l!" SfmSE th3t thC*Same time the Air Force «« bringing down a "brass
n on UTOs, a report was released that made newspaper neadlwes We

are referring to Colonel Blakelee's encounter over Japan which wouttmake

^^^^21 ^ fT\h!s is

January 19th.

Military teletype report concerning a January 19th Texas incident

Z^SFJO?* LARGE N0 irojGS CR TAIL SECTION KAS SEEN FROM
GROUND, AM) WAS AT ABOUT 600 FEET ELEVATION IT SEEMED ^

KS SS^^ILIT« °™ «™Eu»y?3
TIME OF SIGHTING

gg
January 20th

Corsica

l "BaS^'uSr^Ca:vaJUBinOus.clgar'shaPed **»«* a -flaky

unidenSfi-
South of England

*
S?Sil ^ JJfSE^ flaSh 0VCThead "^ cast **?* ofthe whole neighborhood. 107.

ftf SJ J??S)r»?lsJ ?lmei Curtls R Low' Camiander of the northern division
;.t™.Jal)n H* Defense Force,released Blakeslee's UFO story to the Associ
ated Press Noting that Blalteslee's sighting was not the only one in the
area, andthat the incidents were takingplace near Russian bases in the
Kuriles and Sakhalin, the statement said 'There are too many inducations of
thepresenceof something...to be considered an observation of nothing " 108.

Dr. La Paz speaks out.

The tense international political situation prcrapted Dr Lincoln La Paz
to make, in the words of the Associated Press, a 'Vigorous p-onounconent of
his theories." (See photocopied article) One thing of interest to be found
in the story Is that La Paz is said to have been "Technical Director of the 2d
Air Force Operations and Analysis Section " 109.

Hovering over the woods

Official records state

•This report covers sighting of unidentified Hying objects made
WUire,7rVring "* ^ ■"■ approximately six miles SE of Pinewood, S C.
On 25 January 19S3 at 2120 an unidentified flying object was sight

ed by { deleted 4 adults and 6 children) The object was the size
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of a rood sun, completely white with a trail of orange and red stream
ers which jerked out intennitently The object which seaned several
miles away hovered about 250 feet over a wooden area As the object
hovered it swayed slightly side to side and up and down After hover
ing five mmtues, the object sped approximately ten miles in a split
second to the west and again hovered for a period of seven minutes
The object then seemed to go in complete reverse losing altitude and
disappearing behind the woods A glow uould be observed in the area
when the object disappeared " 110

Scribbled on the bottom of the report was this Air Force comment "not
a balloon, not a astronomical, not an aircraft, -should be investigated
more1"

26 January 1953

Continental Divide, New Mexico

The BLUE BOOK record states

"On 26 January 1953, at 2115 MST, A/lc J G Dennis, stationed at 769th AC6W
Sq Continental Divide, New Mexico, while on duty m the operations building,
observed an aerial phenomenon as he stood outside the rear entrance door to
the building The object appeared as a very bright reddish-white object
approximately ten miles west of the radar site The object passed behind a
hill and reappeared apparently heading in a northerly direction at a very
slow speed (est io-15 MPH) Airman Dennis reported this sighting to his
crew chief, A/lc R.L Welch, upon entering the operations building Airman
Welch and A/3c R B Larsen informed Airman Dennis that they had an unidenti
fied blip on the radar scope, painting west of the station about 9 miles
away The blip was appearing intermittently, moving slowly westward then
turning to a northerly heading outbound fran the radar site. Airman Welch
went outside of the building to determine if the obiect was visible He saw
the object west-north-west of the site, 10-12 miles away moving slowly north
ward. The bright object appeared oval in shape and apparently changed color
from a very bright white to a dull, almost blood-like red The object seemed
to diminish in brightness and size before it faded from view Airman Welch
returned to the scope to observe the phenomenon. Welch made several trips
outside to view the obiect visually during the period of radar observation.
The object was under visual and radar observation ntermittently for forty-five
mintues No other radar station observed a similar sighting The object was
visually estimated to be 2,000 feet above the terrain The radar estimate
was 10-15,000 feet above MSL. The elevation of the 769th AC6W Sq is approxi
mately 7.500 feet above MSL " 111.

Although the above case is not a sensational one, BLUE BOOK had a lot trouble

explaining it

"This is the most complete report ever received bv ATIC on the sighting of
an UFO The intelligence officer of the 34th Air Division ADC, is to be
complimented on his initiative and complete coverage of all the angles bear
ing on the observation Moveover, the communication visual-electronic
sighting is the best type of sighting to work with because it affords the
most information
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sorde had

J Vnpuvn the report checked on weather balloon
°5servatiOT as a possible answer to the sighting.
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27 January 1953,

Strange obiects over California.

10 00 a.m.

t0 "Dbblc frm Slde t0 Slde. -aWirg it tr
observed, othennse the obiect was

Ue aimen estMated thc
44 minutes later.
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January 27th

e }u ^ Livermore, California, was a small bedroom cormunity just east
of the San Trancxico Bay Area Surrounded by hayfields and grane orchards,
the town had nothine special about it except the newly established(19S2)
Atonic Energy Conmission Research Facility, so one wonders if the AEC instal-

27th°n WaS thG reaSO" therC WaS three UF° slghtutZs m the area on January
The first sighting occurred at 1 43 p m in the afternoon when an anployee

of the AEC lab was driving his car along the eastern fence when he stopped
for a monent to check some papers in his briefcase When a DC-6 droned
overhead the man took his eyes off the paperwork and glanced skyward at the
aircraft He was about to turn his head away when his eyes caught sight of
a small, whitish object The thing was headed south and cm a course that
took it across ABC property Since it was the first warm, clear, day in
ueeks, the witness at first thought he was looking at a bit of floating plant
fiber, but then he realized it was mid-Wmter and he had never noticed any
thing like it before Moreover, the object, as he quickly determined, was
moving very fast and as it shot by it made a shallow left turn Peering
closer, the witness saw that the object was a perfectly round, metallic-like
sphere with the appearance of brushed aluminum

Following its course, the witness saw the object make another course
change, this time a sudden, steep, right turn At the same time the object
began to rise Tt's rate of ascent was terrific, passing out of sieht m
blue sky m just three seconds 115

later that evening, about 9 00pm the Ground Observer Post at Liverraore
reported a white, oval-shaped, speeding overhead While m view, the object
changed color, becoming yellow, and at the same time it turned north and
headed in the direction of Mount Diablo All three of the civilian volun
teers on duty at the time witnessed the UFO

Two hours later, after a shift change, two other civilians were manning
the Livermore GX post They also sighted a glowing UFO Like before
the UFO was spotted travelling east to west and then was seen to turn north
in the direction of Mount Diablo The two observers said when first sight
ed the UFO was white in color, but it then turned red and than blue Finally
the object turned white again The Oakland Tribune, which carried the
story, indulged in some mirth "These colors would indicate it was Ameri
can " 116

The CIA loses interest'

The Robertson Panel's verdict was having results even within the CIA#
however note that Mr Durant, one of the key figures of the UFO jury still
felt UFO data was of value The letter is dated 27 January 53 It says

"Weapons Division has a considerable file I of UFO-related material]
which according to [ D B I Stevenson, they would like to dispose of
because of the findings of the Advisory Group [ Roberston Panel) that
'flying saucers' pose no present threat to the United States security.
Mr Durant feels that the material in the Weapons Division file should
be maintained m one of the substantive Divisions of OSI and has sug
gested that PGETPhysics and ElectronicslDivision take over and maintain
them Mr Stevenson of Weapons Division currently has the material and
estimates that several hours per week will be required to keep it cur
rent He indicates that he is suggesting to Mr t Edward ] Tauss, Chief
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of Weapons Division, that P5E Division pet
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Point ttigu 1 00 p m

Witnesses in this case *,ere aboard the ^hip ^:oana Luu which was moored
off bhore from the Naval Air Missile Training Center,~Pomt Mugu, California
Tne statement is by R W Love See photocopy

Malibu. 2 20 p m

While flying over Malibu, California, Northrop Aircraft test pilot Rex
Hardy, Jr and two members of his aircrew, sighted four aluminum-colored
circular-shaped objects traveling in a definite flight pattern The objects
were huge, as big as a B-36 bomber it was estimated, and they were moving at
a speed in excess of 1,000 mph to their reckoning 119

Newport Beach. 9 00 p m

At 9 00 p m Major Harvey Patton at the helm of a jet fighter encountered
a fiery red, saucer-like, object in the air over Newport Beach The El Toro
control towerCa Marine airbase) radioed Major Patton and requested that he
give chase. The Major did so, pursuing the object for four minutes without
gaining on it The chase ended over Long Beach where the Major broke off
his pursuit 120

Georgia

There was yet another UFO pursuit on the 28th on the east coast over the
state of Georgia.

A F-86 jet fighter was on a training flight over Georgia when it encounter
ed a brilliant, white, circular light as it approached the city of Albany

The time was 9 35 p m. As the F-86 approached the mysterious phenomenon,
the light grew bigger and also began to change color, blinking white . red,
white, red Sickly thereafter, however, the pilot of the F-86 saw the light
take on the shape of a triangle and split m two with one triangle above the
other This discription seems to depict some sort of apparition, yet Moody
AFB radar control had tracked both the fighter and the UFO. The radar had
picked up the F-86's maneuvers its approach to the UFO, a climb the fighter
made to gam a speed advantage, and the jet's shallow attack dive at the UFO
The UFO, according to radar control, was on the screen the whole time and it
had permitted the F-86 to get just so close to it and no closer For some
three minutes of the chase the UFO seemed to maintaining what it felt to be
a comfortable distance The UFO left the scope finally at a terrific
speed 121

28 January 53

"Observers exceptionally reliable "

Germany/West Zone Air Force documents state

"The information contained in this report concerns the sighting by two USAF
officers of an unidentified flying object near Frankfurt/Main, Germany on 28
January 1953 The officers, Lt Col Max 0 Mitchell and Major Daivd Peaxsall,
both members of the ATI Branch, are rated pilots and have been on flying status
for several years. They are considered to be exceptionally reliable
""Information concerning their experience is presented in reproduced copies of
the U.S Air Force Technical Information Sheet attached as Inclosures 1 and 2
Imediately after the sighting Lt Col Mitchell wrote on a blank AF form 1 a
description of the event This description, a good sumnary of the sighting, is
quoted verbatim m order to prevent any misstatement of facts surrounding the in
cidents 6
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The general appaaraoce of this object was a white flat disk aporoxL at»l/
elfihteen to twenty Inches In diameter. However, Ita size nuiibt*b« larger
as I had no uay of checking Its attitude other than it seemed wall above
the mountains adjacent to Mugu Rock. The ahlrjaerlng outline could be
compared to observing tha moon on a bright 3unay day, except there w*»ro
no dark marks anywhere on this object.

It Is our custom to report any craft not authorized In the launching area
and to note the Una they appear. I. call^HI^^^J'.C at 1306 and In
quired If he could confirm what I had seen after I described it to hlja.
1^ 13 quit* probable that whomever received my transmission did not under
stand what I was talking about or at least thought I was pressure ha&py.
He informed me our services were no longer needed on the sea test range
and that ve-ver* to return to port*

When I arrived In port," I called Lt. Coamander Haurer by land line and
made the same report. He subsequently instructed me to make this
written description.

It-is-quite probable,that there will be sone doubt as to tfce- accuracy of _
this report, but I can, only say I have been observing the flight of planes

and missiles at 8AHTC alne-1949 aad- have some knowledge of -tnele character
istics and speeds* I have never .seen any plAne or missile- which reseaoled
this object nor came Klthln one half its speeds

CERTIFIS) TO B2 k CORfiECT COPY

uxr,
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officer that an unidentified

"^ locatlon ^ mother "SAF

Corona, California

An Air Force T/Sgt reported the following to the Intelligence section

"Five unidentified obiects were observed, ball-shaped and outlined entirely
with a green colored lllunmation The objects were observed in loose
V-formation when fzrst sighted, then changed into an in-line formation when
approximately overhead The two end objects were observed to glow red while
the formation was in the process of changing and turned back to the green il
lumination when the in-line maneuver was completed The formation was very
smooth - not at all ragged Observer reported no sound at any tune during
sighting The obiects were estimated to be moving about 150 mph and travel
ing approximately 2,000 feet above the terrain Size of each obtect was
estimated to be about 25 feet in diameter

"The time of observation was 1805 hours, 28 January 1953, and the siehtine
continued approximately 12 mintues

'T/Sgt ( ) made the observation while driving from March Air Force Base
enroute to Redondo Beach, California, (his home) on California State Highway
18 approximately 5 miles SW of Corona, California The formation of objects
was sighted while the observer's automobile was traveling at 45 mph. Observer
stopped to watch the objects - getting out of his car at the time the formation
passed approximately overhead - moving from SE to NW across the highway.
. S8t C 2 stated that he drives on this highway morning and evening and has
been doing this for approximately a year. Observer has a background of 2
years aeronautical engineering, aerial gunnery school and flew 32 combat
missions with the Eighth Air Force during World War II
'The atmosphere at time of sighting was very clear although it was dark. The

objects were moving apamst the slight wind that was blowing at the tune of
observation " 123

"Moved through the air on edge like a giant wheel."

M™.?^S£aRSI SjW"* discovered by civilian UFO researcher Paul Cerny of the
MJTUAL UFO NETWORK contains references to theRexHardy case, plus a sensational
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sighting of a naraoth 1.SO0 foot diameter flyimj discmer Southern California
Mr Cemy rightly calls attention to the existence of 10 minutesof movie film
never acknowledged by the military — ^t^- iiiH

"It sticks out like a :>ore thumb "

Encounter m the skies of Maine

According to the the files of the 74th Fighter-Interceptor Squadron

"Statement of F-94B Pilot

"Qi 29 Jan 53 I was flying as pilot m a F-94B aircraft on a routine train
ing flight After making a few intercepts on another F-94, the CCT station
vectored us to the Millinocket area to intercept B-29 Nicholson Able-6 We
stayed in the Millinocket area for approximately fifteen minutes with no con
tact with the B-29

"Deciding that the B-29 had passed Millinocket area I took up a heading of
070 degrees magnetic, this course took us directly over Houlton Just after
passing Hcultan and approximately over the St John river I spotted an oval
and thin shaped object about 10 degrees above and approximately on the same
course as my own (070 degrees magnetic) After repeatedly pointing out the
object to the Radar Observer, he finally spotted it too
"The obiect was a dark gray color with a very definite, and clearly defined
shape It did not shine, or give off light, nor was there any visible ex
haust or contrail

"We were at an altitude of 23,000 feet and chased the object at 8 MACH.
This chase was continued for approximately 8 mintues with no visible change
in the range of the object According to the maps and dead reckoning, we
had chased the obiect forty miles northeast of the St John River At this
turp we broke off and returned to base to land " 124

The Radar Observer crewnan had this to say

"When over the St John River the pilot spotted an object straight ahead of
us I finally saw the object after he had pointed it out repeatedly We
turned right so as to displace object to the left We then resumed our
070 degrees heading and chased the obiect for several minutes at a speed of
8 Mach at 23,000 feet (approximately 470 K TAS) We did not close on the

obiect and soon broke off because of low fuel supply
"The object was grey and in shape was thin and oval It was at a small

angle (5 degrees at most) above us It stayed stationary in the sky during
the chase It was well-defined and full-colored, that is, it was not shiny
or luminous There was no visible means of propulsion nor was there any ex
haust smoke or contrails The object appeared unbroken in outline and there
were no portholes or windows visible
"After we had landed and studied the problem I decided we had been about 40

miles NE of the St John River when we broke off After comparison with a
dme held at arms length I believe the object was about 1/2 to 3/4 the size
of a dune

"We landed about 10 or 15 minutes after breaking off " 125

Military records further state

"The object was also sighted by at least two fighter aircraft from other
squadrons The conversation among pilots and RO's was heard by A/1C Ferdinand
who was on duty at the ADCC. Not knowing which of the pilots and RO's were
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the cloudy nature of the "glass" it was not transparent PeThaps what
was most interesting was the three foot wide opening on the bottom where

a "cresent-shaped" protrusion was visible which Mr Booth messed was part
of a wheel By the tune ftr Booth finished with his quick inspection of
the "machine," he noticed that the thing was not hoveruig in one place but
was slowly floating in his direction while it emitted a weak hum *

Farmer Booth tried to wake up his family in the farmhouse by yelling but
failed to arouse them ,so he followed the object walking underneath as it
drifted west only 90 feet above him Knowing he could not follow too far be
cause of the swampy ground, Mr Booth pointed his pistol at the "machine"
and pulled the trigger At 90 feet he couldn't miss A sharp "Ping" was
heard by Booth and the bullet apparently caused the obsect to react The
UFO emitted a louder hum and tilted up at about a 65-degree angle TTie in
stant the object was positianed.it zoomed up into the dark night sky at a
tremendous speed

The pistol shot finally alerted Booth's famil> to the fact that somethinc
was going on outside that needed to be investigated Mr. Booth's parents
and his brother were now out of bed but farmer Booth was the only one to
see the strange "visitor" to the family farm

Fearing ridicule, it took a week before farmer Booth breathed a word to
anyone other than his relatives but finally he worked up encugh courage to
tell a good friend, Rev Elwell Jones, pastor of the Horry County Baptist
Qwrcn It was the minister that eventually told authorities Rev Jones
was a stanch defender of Booth, maintaining that the farmer was a person of
the highest character 128 *

Scientist Wells Alan Webb "Thong over Yuma "

Oi January 30th scientist Wells Alan Webb was riding in a car on Highway
80 and at 7 30 p m had reached a point about seven miles from Yuma, Arizona
Among the car s passengers were two friends of Webb from Los Angeles, Grover
Kihom> and Felix Gelher Night had fallen over the desert and the stars
stood out brightly in the clear, dark heavens As the car rolled along at
do miles per hour rapidly approaching Spam Flying Field, Webb's eyes Team
ed over the stars near the horizon, and the lights atop poles that lit up
the airfield's hangers where an Army trainer could be seen under repair bv a
crew of mechanics Getting closer to the field, Webb noticed a funny-
looking, dancing, flickering, star-like point about 40 feet above where the
trainer was parked As the car Webb was riding drew abreast of the hanger
area, and passed it, Webb strained to keep the "strange light" in view The
light had also caught the attention of Gelber and Kihomey and they watched
the brilliant point in the sky through the side and rear windows

The "dancing light" was seen to rise, at first slowly, and then with more
and more speed Blinking repeatedly, the light rose so high it soon
among the stars

* What Mr Booth describes here is not a classic saucer shape but rather
something that resembled a blimp's gondola
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Kfercury's retraction

thought it best to disown Black

A question about Life

just might question Life magazine's research 131

"Beware of Hoaxers "

^^ "* 1SS^e ™ber fourf2S Jmuar>' W ">= WO Bulletin, thejnal of the group of civilian UFO enthusiasts based in StuTgeon Bav Wis!
consin, read"BEW«E OF HOAXERS " The gist of the lead stor? STaSo-'s rl
fusal to buy the Anerican secret weapmtheory to ex^fain uTOs lS? refusal

son'ino
"S

of Dr Leon David-

His stor,

as



it because Davidson entered an Acceptable" theory

"Chief of the Secret Service."

More UFO activity in the Pacific
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The stalking of a B-52
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f ??°Ut aiPCraft and sanetlm« renamed undetected
following statement tells of how a UFO was discovered

WUneSSeS V™mg ^ f d f
-At 1900, 2 February 1953, I uas ui the CFC gunner's position of a B-50
S^^'r^ 9365' ny^ at an »mS3e of 25?oSu £? I was
searching for fighter attacks fran F-86 type aircraft which were in thf
area I saw a B-52 type aircraft at three o'clock high As this ™-

K Sm* J n°tlCed 3 S1JVer 0bjeCt » lts «*« I "lied on tS in
does anyone see that silver oblect behind that B-52" I was

STSfooTeS rig£ S^^yin8> lyes' Neither«» rf »could ident-
"The rfmSfL*J? ^Th t0°? 17UnJc™era Pictures to confirm the sighting
thS the°na\1!Sf ^te* silver disk first showing its circular sfde and
aHmth^v t rlll1TSZ jn*8™1 hl8^ «t three o'clock and w*s left
at tour-thirty I watched until it went out of sight

Signed T/Sgt Carl Y Edwards " 137

February 3rd

UFO over Virginia "It jumped 10,000 feet m seconds "

An F9F Panther jet piloted by Harme Corps aviator U Balocco was re
turning to base on February 3. 1953, when he sighted sane strange lights
below his plane which at first he assumed was just another aircraft Lt

Si^^n^nn0?1151118 5 2?'°J° ff] "* *** red U«hts ^e at l»lf that,about 10 000 feet The lights did not seem to warrent any special atten
tion at first so Lt Balocco went about his business, checking the sky for

S,S«?f1CUlS?1Vf""lored obJect reported earlier by Navy authorities at
Norfolk While looking around, Lt Balocco suddenly noticed that the odd
CT1!!f?1 »lghH abruPtly J""1^ " l°>°00 feet vertically in a matter of
S5 i v Lt f310*100 banked hls J« sharply and headed toward the
red lights at top speed, sane 500 mph During the next % minutes the
Marine pilot tried to catch the UFO but never got closer than 10 miles
What was the ob1ecf The Marine officer had no idea Seen fran a dis
tance of 10 miles the object was a white body with a red tail and had the
following detail which Lt Balocco words this way • It had two red lights
m « ,,? ^^ Slde' DOUndinS a"1 flashing off the end, encircling an
arc 139 For a while the jet had gained a little on the UFO but event
ually the strange object dived away and eluded Lt Balocco as the Atlantic
Coast came into view

Another pilot, Capt Thonas W RigfiS, was also piloting an airplane in
the area and he told military Intelligence he got a glunpse of something he
couldn t identify which was moving through the air over the North Carolina
coast Case records tell us nothing more 140

The North Carolina newspaper Asheville Citizen had this to add "The
Marine Corps said it later received a call from Gerald Midget, a fanner
living near Oriental, on the coast Midget reported seeint; a flash in a
desolate swampy area, and then a ground fire Marine heliocopters search
ed the swampland and found a small forest fire but no sign of a crash " 141
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UFO over Idaho

""Si

? a8e fron 30 t0 M» ^e manning a Ground
5' *? Febniary 3rdwhena UFO was sighted%t 10 15

7^0??J? ""Si ob?f™fion f«; *«* hour and was last seen at m estimated
said *£j f,,.J ^fTJj*^ ** phone ^ Mr Force "thm-ities the civilians
IfSL^SLf1!" ^"^ *** obiect ^^ ^ "^^ eye and then watched it with
eight power binoculars BLUE BOOK records state-

"The unidentified flying object was described as follows
silver in color, there was no indication as to type of propulsion and no
sound wS audible. along in shape round on le^edgT Si^e^Li,
S10^2erC Wre ^ OT thr« «ngl? jets and ™ banber

<*seivatlon ™e jets appeared to be making pass-
,a* t^ept** Tne observer reported the object

S I ^im " *** tlffletheplan« were overhead Reports m-
J I J6^ ^ tiyu«lt0 advoid ="> contact """ the airplanes
^« I? obfervation the cbiect appeared to be at a low altitude
to the west at a tremendously high altitude " 142

More UFO activity in the Pacific'

A brief message forwarded to BUIE BOOK read

"AERIAL.OBJECTS -On Feb 3 almost all Samarang[Indoneasia]residents wit
nessed a white object which suddenly appeared in the sky Jhe obiect ap
peared to be the size of a star against a clear blue sky but neither sparkled

7«nm^S .. ??,far the ob-iect 1S stU1 unidentified. (Jakarata, Feb 4 1953
mj(j UiTJ 143,

February 4th

K ?ench clvllian U^0 investigative organization, the CUranos Study Group,
headed by M tore Thirouin, canvenved a meeting on February 4th,duruig which
Tnirouin flirted with contesting the explanations of authorities by saying he
was becoming tried of hearing that meteors are often mistaken for flying saucers
when one might, with equal logic, ascribe the passage of a genuine flyine saucer
to a meteor 145 ' b

Tne following afternoon the Oliranos people had a chance to air their can-
plairts

February 5th A French IIFO panel

"Two USAF officers followed the preceedings with close attention "

Fasination with the UFO phenomena in France reached a point where the Aero
SJH 8n^e sumT^ "lterested Persons to a public meeting to discuss the

aJI^ench Colonel named Verier, a panel of authorities
a debate in Paris m Februarj S.I9S3 ActmR as a re-
a? Do"fus of the Meudon 0°«rvatory, Roper Clausse the

wfrhJrf^f S?? SerVKe Of the "eteorolopie Nationalc, M Decker who
mnLSi^r ¥ fiwemmenr's guided missile research prop-am. M Oiraud
manager of a civilian airport, professor Gu> Robert, one tune faculty member of

UNCLASSIFIED
74-A

Tuma City, Arizona

I. Description of Incident

U February

At 1350 HST a meteorological aid for the U.S. Veather Bureau uu aoarching
for a lost weather balloon with the aid of a theodolite when ha sighted a solid
whito, oblong objoct at a direction of 15"7.2° and elevation of $3.3°. The alia
of tho object consisted of one minute of are.

The object appeared to be ascending straight up, then levelled off and at
this point was Joined by a second object of exactly the same deacriptlon. Tho
second object left the field of the theodolite twice but returned each time to
Join tha original. They both disappeared alnultaneoualy at an angle of 2Olul°
at «n elevation of 29.1°. It 2OU.V* the aky was covered by cirrus clouda at
approximately 25,000 ft.

The objects remained In vision for five ninutes. The observer stated that
tho objecta roso more rapidly than any balloon ha has ever aeen and furthennoro
noved against the prevailing westerly idnds. There Appeared to be no gllmer or
reflection froa the sun from ttje objects.

II* Discussion of Incident

From the observers obvious experience in tracking balloons. It is concluded

that these objecta could not have been balloons especially since they were aeen

to move against the wind. There were aircraft In tha area but the observer states

ho was aware of then and could not have confused then with the unknown objecta.

Becauso of the maneuvers and the tine of day, astronomical activity mat b* ruled

out* ATIC has not been able to find an answer to this flighting.

XH« Conclusion

Unknown* 144
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STOPPED ABRUPTLY LIGHT FLASHED ALTERNATELY RED AND KHITE

APPROXIMATE MOMENT IN AREA (LIGHT CONTTNULY FLASHING)

DIRECTION DEPARTED AREA >P_fi- /WUjfc, f I
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52? -j

tat- State, «, FOTCe <*

?JS recaP^lated
. the astronmer, pre-

Sf^r^ """^tLtthe Solar System, other than

ing _ ^ 4iami

™«.5ftter ""^owns of UFO reports on file'
sented a resume of characterSSS • '
intelligence lifeforms on an "
Earth. w^a^POfsible. 148

_ m a _ _^

critical of ^e^e7s^Dat?Iwh^td^n?"OTipaix rf-^ ^k'' ws™lso
WO witnesses to determine the truth but «* l^^l cross-examinations of
guilty of seeing UFO visions" a«H *k.~ of J"1^ trial of persons
with "judge" Colonel Gallous vkkIimi ^-1!?^ t0 "P1"" themselves
Colonel had made his bias^leaT at JS « ♦Gr?«S" WDul<1 later wite that the
were nothing more than an aerial v«^c7™ll CT Gallous remarked that

«. aeriai version of a sea-serpent. 149

~ Lloyd Booth case continued
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Memorandum • united states government

TO i *>*ii2tani for Ooerationi, Oil ___^ date. 9 rebruary 1953

*rT JZf- haydcn Uiaaaii^3— C^Jb*4*" -^^ -
fxou t ucisXr Contact uivuion, CO

Callforaia Coasittee for aoucer Investigation

1. ttecently, a sasber of the Los Angelas Office haa occasion to hear £ir.

1 ftiedel tell «"-»«* <*g of the activities of the California Co=iLteo for

aaucer Investigation (CJX). Bis coaaccts, ad follows, say be of Interest:

"2. fir. ELcfiel Indicated be us lorcerly -Chief Designer -&% -Che

perlnsntsl Baeleet Center at Pcsnesueaoe. He ho* been In the Uua "poperclij,"

3ciesti^t for mob years. He is now & Project exginccr In the ^epophyaLS
J3epart3en^ (Guided .^.isllej) of the herth ^cerieiu ^vtatlon Corp. He gave every

In^rassieo of being a ca=ceteat dcicnut, especially' burfleageahle on rocket

aattcrs. fie seeded a balanced parson, not given to fixation*.

absence of Capt.
to the Air See

C5I has been In operation so=a years, cccaaaed of private ^^

and scientlficallj intarested in fixaing an explanation for "saucer"

a. To dace^ they have received aooa 1570 latter- relating to reported

sightings. Of this 'nuaber, they have been able to I=^eiiate2or or cuic-cXy eXLz-

inate 75/- as not vortn foUou-Uj.. loe greac proi-ortian of ihis 25,* heve bees

discarded a^on fttrtter invedtigatien. «hat van saaeunai surprising to the writer

was the esaeartiveneaa with idaich these Investigations are fa*<nc sade. fiot only

are wvr careful calculations cade, If the daws, exists, to chedc the possibility

of the report being physically possible (o.£., in terra of Uses of sight), but

the indlriaual reporting the sleeting is investigateo privately at hii place cJ"
resiaenee to establish a general bacJcgroixd of reliabilitT end credibllit7. Of

the 25t> inveitigated, parhaps 25 or so sightings have been established as "reliable ■

in the sense that no iniowa ■■^•'T^r; explanation ejdsts for then, iajarently, xost

of these have been forwarded to trl^ht Field, iiayton, Qiio, although there appears

to be a tire las of soce duration vhile CjI is —*■** "2 iu own check and ealculatiotu.

ur. hiedsl'a description of one reported sighting by a TUa, pilot and crew, and the

faZlaw-uy -titth xesyact to ii, uaa l^zms&iTB to the writer in the tbqucJit applied,

the pains taken, and the very careful application of scientific =e>.ho£.

L. ao serious is C3I with respect to its Investigation that Ur. Kledel indi

cated that they are going to execute a plancod "hoax* over the Los Angeles area,

is oraer to test the reaction and reliability of the public in general to "T" V"1

aerial phsnezena. (The dlshtinca retorted over .^libu in the^Lod.ilnp

Jan 33 coulc possibly be this hoax.) Froo this cxLeriscnt, uiey noj^i to ascertain
bow aany people report -an serial visual phenomenon which haj been cesauctea so as to

oe clearly visible to allarge nuzber of people in the area. They will also, of

C3urse, be eblc to test the variation o£ rcj-ort oetailj, etc. This expemzent is

aa^^ia^ \.o £-/e a. az&tcr bac^rj-ci s^zLz.il whxch i'u*--r: £i£itirs=.=an b? ->"^luateel

1CC2S
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*H*rently an eye and Intenst ere al=o directed tauutf the
^oM^o^t^ij«ajjaj^rt«d.ln_^« fcga* are observed.
idt i ta

fcga* are observed.
peper entitled ««cteM* SM^ifi-iET&

6. Of incidental interest nay be the fact that Ei* (£a
v *ssociaUon) xnggetad politely end psxsaps indirectly to

disassociate Maself from offltrifl nenbenbLp ta CC
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"Request you investigate circumstances surrounding the sightinc by
Uoyd C Booth of Conway, South Carolina, of an unidentified flying
obiect Booth runs a store and service station on Highway 701 eight
miles north of Conway, S C The story of his sighting received consider
able publicity in the February issue of the newspaper Columbia State of
Columbus, S C 150

Here's how BUE BOOK files discribe Booth's UFO "Urge oblong-shaped obiect
appearing to be a dull pray color Traveled slowly at a low altitude Obser
ver fired at obiect with a pistol and it shot upward at a high rate of speed
Object carried I sic) aim* hunning sound " 151 F

On the same BliJF BOOK case file card is this "conclusion » Conclusion
■Navy Blimp The reason for this conclusion was the following "Pope AFB, S C
reported that 3 navy bliaps were in the area at the tune of the sighing and that

thaJght Of the blimp exPla«ation

"Priority message " February 6th

we reach

A priority message fran McChord AFB, Washington, alerted BLUE BOOK to the
following

"A B-36 aircraft was in flight m the vicinity of Spokane, Washington,
when one round white omnidirectional light was sighted at 09132 tine. The
light was at an altitude of approximately 7,000 ft on a southeast course
circling and rising as it proceeded It was visually observed for a per
iod of three to five mintues The B-36 made 180 degree descending turn
toward the light which was estimated to be moving at a speed of 150 to 200
knots The aircraft was inbound to Spokane 15 miles out and located over
Rosalia, Washington " 153

The CIA spies on the civilian UFO investigators (See photo

Release of the Tremonton film

A memorandum found m BLUE BOOK files describe he* the Air Force agonized over
hot* to honor a summer 1952 promise to the newsmedia that UFO evidence like the
Tremonton film would not be withheld

"During a trip to Washington, D C , on 29 January 1953 Capt Ruppelt
was informed that the press had learned about the Tremonton, Utah,
movies and that Mr Al Chop of the Office of Public Information, De
partment of Defense, Col Teabert of AFOIN-2, and others believe that
the movies should be released in accordance with the promise made this
summer to the press that no information on the subject of Unidentified
Flvmg Objects would be withheld Capt Ruppelt agreed with this
point and it was decided that the factual data on this incident would
be sent to Capt Harry B Smith, AFOIN-2A2, who would pass it on to
Mr Chop who in turn would write the release The telecon also re
quested that the release be forwarded to AT1C for coordination " 154
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"How probable was the seagull theory'"

citement. ^H*" u coul
"The Air Force lab analysis concludes that

b. The obiects are not spherical balloons

.355 sivsS™
k' ^^iuninous or light sources

S?¥J?Ot ** aircraft or balloons.

c- ^^r^iT refiKt

deal of ex-

of

2-

the bls questlQn

special funds, hnvc General Mills release
of
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balloons arranged m the same sequence as the obiects are in the
movies and measuring the distance at which the movies were taken

c Have two aircraft do maneuvers at various altitudes and photograph
them

d Request that the Navy re-do the study using the methods of density
measurement that are prescibed by the astronomers

"Conclusion

"If it is deemed advisable to release the movies quickly, state that the
Air Force cannot positively identify the obiects but they are reasonably
sure that they are balloons or gulls consequently no further effort is go
ing to be put into the incident If the Navy and Air Force reports are re
quested, state that due to the meager data they used, the reports must be
discounted It would be rather poor policy to state that the Navy made an
error in the beginning of their analysis.

"If it is too much of a risk to do this (suggestion in paragraph 6) immed
iately go ahead with items a, b, and c of paragraph S on a high priority
basis

"Reconmendations

"It is recommended that the above plan be given to AFOIN-2A2 and let them
confer with the Director of Intelligence on the subiect of a release " 155

BLUE BOOK scientific advisor Dr J Allen Hynek has this to add

"The reconmendation that additional tests be undertaken to determine
whether the UFOs could possibly of seagulls or aircraft was never followed
up, the case was dropped, and the possibilty of seagulls or aircraft left
wide ooen " 156

February 10th "Playing like puppets on a string "

Erne objects inspect Quartermaster Depot

"This report pertains to the observation of unusual aerial objects
by four persons at the Richmond Quartermaster Depot, Richmond, Va The
tune of sighting was approximately 0615 hours, 10 Feb 53

"On 11 February 1953, Charles L Camp, civilian guard, Richmond Quarter
master Depot, was interviewed and stated that at approximately 0615 hours,
10 February 1953, he was at the southwest end of Warehouse 131 .which is
located in the southeast section of the Depot, and in his vehicle when he
saw approaching from the east, at an altitude of approximately 400 feet,
two objects, circular in shape, approximately 20 feet in diameter which
appeared luminous, colored orange in the center and blue at the edge, the
approximate color of a flourescent lamp These obiects passed directly

over Camp's head, proceeding southwest at a 'slow speed * They hovered

over a 75 foot water tower located at the southwest end of the depot and
Camp described them as 'playing like puppets on a string • Shortly there
after the obiects disappeared over the horizon in the vicinity of Ware
house 44 which is located approximately 160 feet south of the water tower
Camp proceeded to 8th street in the vicinity when the objects disappeared,
at which time the obiects reappeared and proceeded in a westerly direction
turned north towards Camp and then reversed themselves and proceeded out of
sight toward the south, traveling at a 'tremendous rate of speed ' Camp
stated that the period over which he observed the obiects was approximately
five minutes Camp stPted that he heard no sounds emitted by the obiects
during the time he observed them 1S7
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: objects seen from a point two miles from the depot

. . . • j Guard, Richmond Quartermaster Depot,
stated that at approximately 0615 hours, 10 Feb 53, he

ted .^.^.Jv two miles northeast of the Richmond
. ■ —« "» the dan, Kent observed two yellow-
objects over the water at an altitude of approx-

0£iects emitted no sound and were hovering over the
abo°t each other Kent stated that he thought that
in the water After approximately two minutes the

p into the air and disappeared fron sight moving ver-
rapid rate of speed Kent stated that the objects

,, Jum' thaX tney were approximately 20-25 feet in dia-
— tftere were no openings visible on the obiects " 158

The obiects as seen from the depot's main gate

De^Jt11wIeb 5t HaiTLi" DerT* avilian Guard. Richmond Quartermaster
rZL ri ^? ^terviewed and stated that at apDroxuaately 0615 hours 10

I Quartermaster Depot, he

distance of 1% miles, at an <ul LUtJ,
approximately 200 feet mart"* "ike"
approximately 500 feet

Derr

stated that

of light that he has observed on conventional aircraft

and that the objects did not emit a beam of light.

dieter" -Tg* P0"1' *" llght ^
The objects as seen from the depot's north gate

mJ^ 12n!!^.53' Carllsle E Fields, Civilian Guard,
EPS* ^ interVieWedand Stated that at

^ e rf the Ed
^S? ^i^SPJ Canuig toW3Td hlra ™ l^ north «
JSpraX™tflv«50 ^ ""» ^J^s appeared to be circu-

edRes The objects passed over
« "PPraanatriy 35 miles per1^?'^^ IS

FeU^ rw^Ll"*11 t0 the ^^ tcw"er "entioned in paragraph
t ♦?et Camp at 8th street* st°PPed and observed the obiects with
^?^^ ^ ^ Water l^ the obiects 'darted STT

xrSo
Quartermaster

To sum up, the investigating Air Force officer wrote

1vAcJp£ ^^^"^ interviewed stated that the atmosphere was extreme-
sL i 5« Lc ^12 ?e "ShtinB- that there were no cloud, m the
t&t tirnM ™nflITOd,by Jhc lw* rather office, Lar,Klev ATB, Va j.and
that the objects were plainly viable to them all The wtnc.^e. advised
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that they distinctly saw the shapes and characteristics of the obiects No

distinct markings or openings or irregularities on the surface of the ob

jects were observed by the witnesses All of the witnesses appeared to

be reliable, intelligent, sober individuals who were well acquainted with

conventional aircraft All of the witnesses stated that they have never

previously observed any similar obiects and could offer no logical explan

ation for the sighting " 161

One should take note of how the subjective data, estimated speeds and alti
tudes, vary in the different accounts,although one must make some allowance for

the fact that each witness viewed the objects from different locations and poss

ibly at slightly different tunes An exception was Fields and Camp viewinp the

obiects fran the south end of the depot where together the two men observed the

objects flv away Camp claims the obiects departed at a "tremendous rate ot
speed" while Field claimed t^e obiects disappeared from sight at a slov. rate

of speed, approximately 35 miles per hour ihis discrepancy might have been
cleared up bv a reinterview but BIJJE BOOK records indicate no such effort on

the part of the Air Force

The A V. Roe "saucer "

On February 11, 1953 the Canadian public was informed by the newspaper

Toronto Star that their povernraent had been busy on a saucer-like aircraft

for' some time and a wooden mockup had been recently completed A fully
functional phototype was envisioned as a possibiltybythe year 1955

Looking back, UFOj-esearcher Gray Barker wrote in 1960 that the announcement
of the A V Roe development was an attempt to give the mtpression to the public

that " all saucers could be explained away as quite ordinary " 162

Mr Baker also called attention to the theorizing of a Dr Leon Davidson who

favored the idea UFOs were U S secret weapons which were being used by the

Pentagon to confuse and frighten Moscow 163

The "flying saucer" as a deterrent' hell, a deterrent that is secret is

useless You have to present your potential enemy with knowledge of your

potential power, preferably exaggerated, to deter hm from attacking What

you have to do is to permit your enemy some insight into the scope of your

weapon system Certainly the psychological value of hinting that the West

ern countries processed a revolutionary interceptor was not lost on Anencan

experts when a Russian bomber attack was expected in the next 24 months,

something that had to be discouraged by anv means

A secret U S weapon "*

Dr Leon Davidson received some special treatment from the Air Force al

though he did not seem to ha\e an> special credentials He was invited to

a private shouing of the (then) highly secret Tremonton UFO mo\ le by Air

Fcrrce Colonel William Mam% Deputy DiTectOT for Estimates, Directorate of

Intelligence, back on October 23, 19S2 We do not know what sort of brief

ing Dr Davidson got, but for vears afterward he pushed the secret weapon

theor>, so whatever he was told did not change his opinion Perhaps he was

encouraged somehow after some Pentagon authorities noticed a Jul> 30, 19S2

story about him in The Washington Post (See photocopied newsclipping)

1
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The Roe story

ing Saucer HobI
Leads to a Theory

ilfetl

»id hii _ __

^n^?113^311 prefS rep?rt P""^1^ B^ BOOK to seek more information be
cause they knew nothing about what was suppose to be a Canadian povernment

S0^^6? Y }' S° feTpelt:S team ^ the ^r™ AiTAfSchTSation-
in£lul"es through official channels It was determined that

25 SPSSi W T " ^^ental private effort by the A V Roe cempany
and was hardly more than a sketch on a drawing board That anything of m

SHK1"*^1*11" ^ bCCn bUlUl the MericaS Attache attribSert^'-wisSulg" by an imaginative newspaper reporter

n c1"*81*1? rf ?I vaCt that the Roe ^ch1"6 was more artwork than hardware,
US Air Force did become interested when it learned that the touted saucer
was the brain child of a legitimate English engineer John M Frost who had

Si2^1(^ yi6Slgned a,Teal plane> me of Ca^a's all-weather interceptors

Speaking of a psychological deterrent, of particular interest to Anencan
Intelligence was the fact that Frost's work seemed to be an outgrowth of some
early German experiments, as well as some concepts originated bv Frenchman
Henri Coanda The possibility these Bjropean ideas were being entertained
bv the Russians was something to worry about The CIA's Chief of Applied
Science Division, W E Lexow.wrote some years ago "Since our first informa
tion on Project 'Y1 (the Roe craft) in early 1953, ASD has been on the alert
for information which might indicate that the Soviets were working on such a
project " 165 *

Knowledge of Russian advances in the race for air supremacy was limited in
the 1950s and often the U S was victimized by rumors suscessfully spread by
Moscow's disinformation agents For example, during this period some in the
Pentagon believed the Caiwunists had achieved a major breakthrough "As early
as 1953 there had been reports of a Russian nuclear plane with a shield made
of a mysterious substance called LOSK " 166

UFO paces aircraft

February 13th 8 30 - 9 30 p m Vichy, Missouri

An Air Intelligence Information Report states

"^pt Robert B Bailey, the pilot of a C-47, on a course of 43 degrees,
7 000 feet altitude and at an indicated airspeed of 170 knots, noticed
an unusual object in the vicinity of the Vichy Radio Range Station, which
approximated a circular light which, from my position, appeared to be
approximately one foot m diameter The light of varying intensity ap
peared to be on a collision-intercept ion course from approximately 238
degrees I turned on my landing lights to warn the obiect of m> pre
sence and notified the co-pilot and Crew Chief of mv sighting They
corroborated my observation and watched as the object appeared to position
itself approximately one mile off the left winp or at 328 degrees The

light varied in intensity and color from red through amber to green It
remained visible for 5-10 ninutes during which tune it dropped back, re

lative to the aircraft, then increased its speed and made three dives and
zooms on a course parallel to that of the aircraft before disappearing
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The Crew Chief and a seaman passenger reported the light disappeared up
ward « a right angle to the previous course I exerted a ORVIS u?-
flight report to the Vichy Radio Range Station » 1677

February 13th Strange lights over Carswells AFB.

Aircraft Plant, Fort Worth Division, Texas The military report on the case

£?iJI1itIw*™2li!!*,rf 13 Feb *• a civilia* visually observed 3

X *£ "^ TtesLUIUdentifled obiects *™ travelingthe observer at a moderate rate of speed (Cruising speed*
P* 5 li*hts had the same intensity as the rotatine beacon

SS/E *? 3 lights were of similar ^tensity,IS^i£"ST
except the center light which was bluish-green These liohts were
XS IE1?" ?i°"1S^"tes until dJapr^aring^ut of's gh?™

Wre firSt obsCTVed approximately S00 feet apart and appeared
V21?1 e?elOn' ?* Ught """^ ««^ted a Stance

a C?^lete st°P In sequence the other 2 lights
2S % T^"' Wtw assuraing the orxginal formation these
repeated the same maneuver only ending up inhorizonal echelon

maneuvers appeared to take place over a distance of 2 miles and at

^ Wre """"I* *» a vertical echelon, then
££ ^ "5"* ^ a piVOt The 2 "^ ll*hts maneuvered in
motion resembling the motion of a kite's tail The liehts

m'm?1?^*1 a st«PJfljfb «* attained « altitude of approx
20,000 feet very rapidly." 168

Scotland February 13th The afternoon

"INVERNESS Grey, oval object When it turned sideways was of a cigar-
l ike shape It disappeared twice but came back again into view -and

™Ir5 X" ^ fcrth w?.th,K*at raP^ity, says Mr. George tec Fherson,
one of the observers ' 169

Thousands see "bulb" over San Francisco

in^ ^n*"3 Wf lnatti t0 a "" double feature »• F^ruary 13th Beginn
ing at 3 30 a m Friday morning "Blinky" appeared above frwryville traveling
east to west, taking two and half hours to move out of sight as it lumped a-
round m an erratic manner California Highway Patrolmen Lee Wood and Al
Turner were parked at Eastshore Highway and Universit) Avenue at S 00 a m
Lawman Turner told the press

"It was a white ball of Ijpht or fire, approximately 3.000 feet hich
It was traveling in a westerly direction at about 2S0 to 300 mph from
over the Richmond hills It passed directly over the Golden Gate Bridge "

binoculars

!!2l latCrLanother Highway Patrolman on the Golden Gate Bridpe
aPProach Patrolman James Morgan observed "Blinb" throuph

8S

"I first saw it over Alcatraz, traveling west It appeared to be 3 000
feet high, judging by the height of the 700 foot bridge towers There was
no noise It was perfectly round m shape, and of bright but not brilliant
white color I watched it disappear past the Faralloon Islands " 171

That eveninp the phenomenon returned A Toll Collector for the Golden Gate
Bridge, Fred Peterson, was quoted by the San Francisco Examiner as saying

"I saw it first at S 50 p m and for five minutes thereafter, a round white
light that made big, slow circles m the sky 3ust above China Beach It
wasn t too high but higher than the bridge towers A number of motorists
saw it as they drove up the approach from San Francisco It was amber
colored,changing to silver at tunes " 172

Thousands of citizens of San Fracisco witnessed the object's passage but we
will quote just the GOC civil Defense people manning the post atop Mount Sutro
Michael Moran, Rudy Pugh, Ray Rogoway and Roy Homer Moran's account was pre^
cisely the same as the others y

"Cbject sighted Round Color Black with silver Behavior Kent straight
up, then straight down, also circling Estimated altitude 10,000 feet
Characteristics Two flicking vapor trails, definitely not jet type Sound
Deep throb Position Directly over tower First sighted 5 58pm Leneth
of siEhting Tewnty-four minutes Weather dear Visibility Unlimited "

Al Chop and Donald Keyhoe Mid-February.

rJitl^tSftP***^ 2°E teJePhoned ^oe to notify him that seme more UFO
reports had been cleared for his use by Air Force Intelligence. Keyhoe was

kE3i fh^JS* ^ hisvmuidfwas OT/he important Trmonton UFO film so he
asked Chop, without much hope for good news, about the fate of the remarkable

Chop's reply stunned Keyhoe Chop said "It's definitely settled There's
going to be a press showing " 174

Excited, Keyhoe said he would dash right over to Chop's office in the Pen-

maf^rs°ovSriunc1h. ^ ™ aKreeable ^ P^sed that they discuss
Quickly arriving at Chop's office, Keyhoe found his friend in conference so

he passed the time looking over the UFO reports the Air Force had cleared
Scanning the stack of material on Chop's desk, Keyhoe came across the January
29th let chase near Millinocket, Maine, when the F-94 pilot exclaimed to his
crewman, the radar operator, that he would never admit seeing the UFO even
though it "stood out like a sore thumb " 175 The pilot's reaction brother-
ed Keyhoe who wondered how man> other pilots had felt the same way and had
never reported their experience Just then Chop walked into the room Look
ing up,Keyhoe's attention was drawn to his friend's uneasy manner

It was obvious sanething was wrong Chop confessed that some people in Air
Force Intelligence were petting jittery about the suggested release of the Tre-
monton film and how to word the proposed statement to the news media that was
to accompany the film, however, as far as Chop knew, the press showing was still
on and was set for the follokinj; week Also, Chop confirmed that UFO photo-
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™sed Anchorage to a point just beyond the city limits when

hfci~ a POSitim "* Wer ** mddle rf ** *
- «» scrambled in an effort to intercept As the iet
•**»«*• ««* in the speed tf the obilcJ

2JTSi; E?1* "^ afoss,the •». th* light dfimbed vertically
speed far in excess of any jet observed by the airmen and disappeared

siS 2fIi«*2eiJ^ltW p*orted ™ contact at any time. A nearbTradar
no lighting operational during the entire period but reported

S ** nmJtes Ko weather balloons
All airmen have previously observed fall-

5 f"* dld "* resenbl* such ™*™1 Phenomenon
made the previous evening, but was unknown to the air-

"Cannents of Preparing Officer

PeI?SS|1-?.c"ld1have ^owledge of this sighting have been interro
The light still remains unidentified." 181

Febniarv 18th Tne CIA reports back to the IAL

ron?bered1 °»t ^e Intelligence Advisory CCumittee, desiring to
6 N?tl°nal Seairity Oaaazil, had enpowered the CIA to es-
P«»l to reviewOudge') the UFO problem Tlie results, as

"S"!?1!1 ""* CDmpleX- ^ the ?AC ™^ Earned about the
produced by the scientific panel which was delivered to the

J8,L1953 ^ CIA ^f1"31 that subnitted^ne d^cu-
TfCTt a" but ?OTe the Coup de &ace to the possibil-

t dlI!ctlve S"^ a directive would mean official
^f JJ V?^ rf "T1"!8 ProposalsCor as Ruppelt claimed, formal
of the extraterrestrial theory) 182

Banner headline EXTRA1
COE SPACE VISITORS

SAUCERS FIRST CCNTACT REVEAIH) Subhead WEL-

i the
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So

around the
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(Right) BIJJE BOOK message con

cerning the Lake Erie sighting
The message reads "The follow

ing incident was reported by
Associated Press to Al Chop of
OPI and was forwarded for your

information and any desired act

ion Claire Range on duty
station with GOC at Lake Erie

reported the following obser

vation to thp Buffalo Filter

Center as occurring at 3 30 P
M 22 Feb 53 A silver chrome

object shaped like a saucer,

approximately 100' in diameter,

was observed about 1 *s mile out

over Lake Erie going W It was

reflecting light brightly No

propulsion observed, no sound

heard "
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Surge in UFO sightings noted

A couole of davs after his talk with Al Chop, Keyhoe met with the Air Force

PIO again to receive sane more declassified UFO reports As Chop handed over

the paperwork, he mentioned sane concern over a sudden increase of reports, 42

of them from military sources alone between February 1st to the 17th The
spurt of UFO reports had not yet shown up in an increase in public sightings
but Chop, and apparently others in the military, feared another "July 1952"
was about to occurr 183

"Saucer shooter" Lloyd Booth

Has the UFO reported by Lloyd Booth a blimp'

Here's Booth's answer as it appeared in the February 19, 1953 issue of the
Conway, South Carolina, newspaper TTie Field

"The Hony County farmer who on January 29 became the only man in the world
to shoot a flying saucer today debunked a CAA suggestion that he might act
ually have 'wounded' a Navy blimp

"Lloyed C Booth, 29, said 'I have seen many blimps and I've even been in
one. I'd certainly know a blimp when I see one 80 feet over ray head '
"That was the height of the unidentified obiect which floated slowly over
Booth's farm on the eventful night and which soared away after he shot at
it with a 22 pistol Booth sighted the object after a commotion among his
livestock sent him m search of a possible pirnler.
"The blimp suggestion came yesterdav from C K. Hall of the CAA control
tower at Bluethenthal Field, Wilmington, N C., Hall said three Navy blimps
were en route from Glynso, Ga , to Neeksville, N.C., on January 29 and that

one of them could have easily have passed over Horry County at midnight when
Booth was patrolmg his farm

"High headwinds kept the blimps low, Hall said, which was why Booth spotted
one just ten feet above the lines on his land.
"Booth rejected the blimp possibility on the basis of his past experience

with the craft He added M was with an anti-aircraft unit for 22 months
during the war and I was trained to identify planes on sight If the ob
ject I saw and shot was a plane or a blimp, I surely would have known I
watched the thing for almost 30 minutes '" Also "It took off at a speed
I'd estimate at 700 miles an hour,' Booth said today 'I never heard of a
blimp going that fast "' 184

The newspaper added this

"CM-man Hall opined that an investigation of the Blimps now at Weekville
would reveal a dent in the bottom of one of them where Booth shot it The
Navy has not announuced an) such damage or indicated am association with
the shooting since the event was reported

"Reports of flying saucers have been frequent in this area during the past
few weeks One was seen near Myrtle Beach awecr before the Booth shootinj,
A Marine Corps jet pilot pursued and lost a strange craft along the Carol

ina coast Last Fridav, another was seen by four people at Myrtle Beach,

heard by another, then seen b> six others a fe* mmuteslater over Marion,
S C

"Latest reports were made last night when three Mvrtle Beach residents

sau an unidentified obiect flv inland at approximated 1000-foot altitude "

185
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The investigating Air Force officer reported

"The weather on the night of 29 January 19S3 in the Horry County area
was clear and cool with winds about four M P H This is the official
report given to me by the 3rd Weather Squadron at Pope Air Force Base, N C
This corresponds to the story given by Booth, but not the one given by
the CAA Control Tower The report from there stated that high headwinds
kept the blimps flying from Georgia to North Carolina unusually low " 186

"An interesting sidelight " "Is someone killing the cattle*1

The same investigating officer wrote

"One interesting sidelight gathered from this nvestigation is that the
people of this area are quite upset over the deaths of so many of their
cattle They complain that every time one of these obiects is reportedly
sighted, within twenty-four hours several cows in the vicinity are found
dead The veternarians of this area say that the cattle have died from
caustic or lead poisoning This may or may have have some bearing on

the reported sightings " 187

"ATIC DOCUMENT 123879, Russia "

A secret report from agents behind the Iron Curtain said

"The following sightings were made in Russia from November 1952 to
20 February 1953 1) During the nights of 19 & 20 Nov and again on
8 5 12 Dec S2 unusual optical phenomena in the form of lights were ob
served m northern Russia The obiects changed color from red to
white to green and were observed high in the sky pursuing an elliptical
course On one occasion one of the objects was observed ascending in
to the air centered in several light beams directed vertically upward
Later the beans of light disappeared and the obiect, giving off light
signals, remained in the air 2] On 6 Dec S2 a cigar-shaped object flew
at a tremendous speed fran a northeasterly direction toward observers,
ascending in the sky as it pursued its course 3) On 20 Feb S3 between
1920 and 1950 hours a lignted object was observed rapidly ascending and
descending and at the same time moving slowly southward Obiect appeared
first round and then cigar-shaped, its light changed from red to green,
and its southward progress during the half-hour observation period was
not more than 100 degrees
"ATIC CO-MEW It is believed that man) of the<;e sightings are the re

sult of Soviet balloon activity The Taurid or Geminia meteor snowers

might account for the second sighting " 188

20 February 19S3

"UFO swoopi down on Korea "

Project BLUE BOOK received the following from the Marine Corps

"At approximately 0025 hours on 20 February 1953, a UnitedStates Marine
Sergeant, John Muciek. on cannunications watch at the communication tent
of the Cho-do USMC Garrison, observed an object which resembled a falling
star travel a straight path at an unknown altitude from the vicimtj of
XC-S555 This light was indicated by a stead% white light resmblinc a



P y a red light and fran then on, at intervals of approximately
three seconds, the light flashed alternately red to white
-Upon recovering fran his surprise, Sgt Muciek called to United States

Marine Corporal Hubert Hicks of the Cho-do (XC-626S), North Korea, Gar
rison, who was inside the cntroaucation tent. Hicks went outside and
ana witnessed the phenomenon By this tune, the object was no longer
moving around in the area It was stationary in the sky, and the light
K2?8 *!!5 il contlnued *> f^sh frcm red to white at intervals of
tnree seconds Approximately one minute after Hicks had -joined Muciek,
the object departed fran the vicinity of XC-555S on a southwesterly course
..ZflFf1 ™ciek P"°ned his observations into the USMC Connand
Wwn I was informed of the foregoing, I called KodakIA radar site'land

inquired as to whether they had any unidentified sightings during the per
iod in question. They replied in the negative and informed me that there
had been an air-cap in the area during that time.

Today, during a conversation between Cdeletedl and Major Pak, KMC
Gomander Major Pak camiented on having seen a Hying saucer at approx
imately the same tune with approximately the same phenomena as described
by the two Marines

"bince one of the oddities of the sighted obiect was that it remained
stationary while holding altitude, in addition to showing lights, and
the ability to stop abruptly in flight, it dad not seem to have been a
StSr*" I1*"11"* o* ^ air-cap which was a propeller driven aircraft
Further, during the sighting, all witnesses testified, there was no sound,
as one would expect fran a propeller driven aircraft " 189

Still more UJ-Os over the Pacific Indonesia

A brief Intelligence message
stated

"A strange egg-shaped obiect

was observed over Corontalo in

North Celebes on 23 Feb 53

This obiect radiated a gravish-
green light and a red light was

seen from the tail The object

flew swiftly in a north to south
direction " 190

A United Press dispatch tells it
a bit differently (See photocopy)

Indonesians See

'High-Flying Disc
, JAKARTA. Feb. 22 (UP)—IB

babluna of Maiang Friday ob

itntd ■ dUc-like object ajittf
■lowly Mgh ibow the doudi

In ■ WMierty direction. Aneu

News Agency reported.

Later, fee Nine abject ru

observed at ■ lower altitude but
ft rose saddenly »nd disappeared

In i northern direction. Tbc

object shone like aluminum and
left behind ■ reddish trace

Various Inhabitant* ot Miling

yesterday alio taw the disc
standing *un In the tky for a

few momenta. The disc sud

denly disappeared at great

lapeed.

February 22th

Noontime at Adelaide, South Australia, a veteran Australian Air Force off
icer was at home relaxing kith his wife The couple were on the verandah
where they had a pood vie*, of the sk\ when suddenh two disc-shaped ohiects
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appeared speeding along side by side The obiects dipped and then zoomed

away The objects were lost to view for a moment, but then after a few

minutes they were spotted again approaching from different directions The

two objects almost collided After the near miss, one UFO banked and shot

skyward, quickly becoming a shrinking speck in the blue This case is dated

February 22, 1953 191

More UFOs over the Pacific Borneo February 2Sth

A brief Intelligence message stated

"Hundreds of curious Bomeoes today craimed their necks to watch a bright
star-like object which a ppeared to be rotatinp in the skv over the oil
town of Seria, emitting twin jets of vapor 'Fl>ing Saucers,' said the
spectators for want of a better explanation They estimated its height at
.10,000 and said it was visible for 40 muvtues Similar phenomenon have

been reported over Borneo several times recently " 192

February 26th

The following is a teletype message received from Barksdale AFB, Lousiana

"FIVE UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS OBSERVED OBJECTS APPEARED TO BE

CIRCULAR DISCS', APPROXIMATELY ONE-HALF INCH IN DIAMETER AND OF A YELLOW
HUE DISTANCE FROM OBSERVER TO OBJECTS UNKNOWN ESTIMATED ALTITUDE
ABOVE 10,000 FT OBJECTS WERE MOVING IN A CIRCULAR TURN FROM WEST TO
EAST IN TRAIL FORMATION NO CONTRAIL, SOUND OR EXHAUST NOTICED TIME
OF SIGHTING 1138 CST LOCATTrN OF OBSERVER SHREVEPORT LA , VISUAL

SIGHTING OF OBJECTS FROM GROUND AT 45 DEGREE FROM OBSERVER
-T'THREE OF THE OBJECTS SUDDENLY VANISHED WHILE TWO REMAINED IN AREA NORTH
WEST OF CITY AT SAME ANGLE AND ALTITUDE PERFORMING ERRATIC MANEUVERS SUCH
AS SQUARE, ANGULAR TURNS, RAPID UP AND DOWN MOVEMENTS AND FLUTTERING
MOTIONS FOR APPROXIMATELY HALF MINTUE WHEN ONE OBJECT VANISHED FROM SIGHT
LAST REMAINING OBJECT CONTINUED MANEUVERS FOR APPROXIMATELY TWO MINTUES
AND VANISHED TO NORTH WEST INTERCEPTION AND IDENTIFICATION ACTION NOT-
TAKEN OBJECTS WERE OBSERVED FOR A TOTAL OF APPROXIMATELY 4 MINUTES
"OBSERVER IS AIIMAN 27 YEARS OF AGE WITH TEN YEARS EXPERIENCE ON AIRCRAFT
HE IS A PRIVATE PILOT WITH 500 HCURS PILOT TIME 193

27 February 53 "Circling the moon "

UFOs over Brooks AFB, Texas from 2345 26Februarv to 0100 27 Februar>

Statement of witness

"It was about 23 40 on the 27th of Februai^. 19S3 when on mv wa-v to work
I spotted a single bright light moving at a high rate of speed At
first I thought it to be a star or meteor, but it did not move fast
enough or at randum like a shooting star It fir<t appeared in the
south-west and was traveling north and made a definite pattern of flight

• At arm's length7



Deceaber 15, 1952

Mr. Kiles E. GoU 93-A

Box 9575
Wright-Patterson Air Force Bass

Ohio

Dear Mr. Ooll:

This letter report describes progress for the periOo from

November II, 1952, to December 10, 195?

Sighting reports up to and includinc July 25, 1952, have been

processed. Except for reports dated 19li7 and 19li8, all sirhtlnp reports

tip to and including June, 1952, have been evaluated. The sighting

reports for 19b7 and 19lt8 were returned froa Harvard University on
November 20. Because the reports and the forms which had beer filled in

and placed with the folders were nixed up, these reports will not be
ready for evaluation until about December 15

Two evaluation conferences of two days each were held during
this report period, on November 12 and 13, and oi Decenbcr 3 and it

During the report period, evaluation has been more difficult than for-

nerly, because the amount and qualitj of data in the average report ha\e

increased. Evaluation conferences will be scheduled in the future as

reports are available.

The rotation systen for handling sighting reports, whereby no

more than 100 sighting reports are permitted away fron WPAFB at any one

time, has functioned with a minimum of delay.

Coding ana evaluation of 1952 sighting reports will continue

The preliminary analysis of data on all sighting resorts dated before

1952 will begin as soon as the 19li7 and 19L8 reports can be straightenec"
out and evaluated. Results of this analysis will be given to K^AFt at

the earliest possible tuce. It is hoped that the results will ue avail

able by January 1, 1953. By about January 15, 1953, all sight-np reports

dated before August 10, 1952, will probably be processed anJ evaluated,

ready for TJEM analysis.

Dr J. Allen Hynek, T^c Chio State University, gave advice con

cerning several sighting reports dunn- the revert period

Very trulj yours,

Willian T. Reid

Supervisor

VTR eg

cc Capt F H MiGcvcrn Rtwi I KIClED" '
SECURITY INFORMATION

Janunry 23, 1953

Mr Miles E. fell
Box 9575 93-B

Wright-Patterson Air Force Bas..

Ohio

Dear Mr. Ooll:

This letter re, ort de cribes progress for the period from

December 11, 1952, to January 10, 1953.

Sighting reportL bare now been processed up to ana including

August 10, 1952. Evaluation of sighting reports has been com, leted for

sightings op to and Includinc July 15, 1952. Reports for 19^7 and 19L&
were evaluatedj these reports had been at Harvard University, and thus

had not been evaluated in chronological order In our previous letter

to you, dated Decenter 15, 1952, it was stated that a preliminary analysis

of data frar all sighting reports made before 1952 would begin as soon as

possible after the 19Ji7 and 19b& reports were reprocessed and evaluated

It bad been hoped that results of the preliminary analysis would be avail

able by January 1, 1953■ This has not been possible, because of the ex

tensive worV* required in reprocessing the 19L7 and 1966 sighting reports
after their return from Harvard University. Reprocessing of these reports

required more tine than anticipated, because many of our forms had been

lost. This has delayed our consideration of the 1952 sighting reports.

One two-day evaluation conference was held during this report

period, on December 17 and 18, 1952. As mentioned in the last progress

report, evaluation of later sighting reports has been more difficult than

"for earlier ones.

Preliminary analysis by XBK machines of data free sighting

reports dated before 1952 will begin January 20, 1953. Results of this

analysis will be sent to WPAFE u soon as they are available. The

results will be reported informally first to Captain fiuppelt, as he has

requested. Later, they will be included in a routine progress report.

Coding and evaluation of 1952 sighting reports ic continuing,

with evaluation conferences scheduled as they are necessary. All sighting

reports dated prior to August 25, 1952, should be processed by February 15,

1953. (The period of August 10 to 25, 1952, was one during which a large

number of sighting reports vac received.) By this same dit*, all reports

dated before August 1, 195?, ve expected to be evaluateo

Very truly yours,

. Reid

wnt!eg *

cc. Mai. l G VhitffcCURlTY INFORMATION

UNCLASSIFIED
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Mr. RU« E, QoU

Vrlitht-htitrspn A
Ohio

D»w Mr. OoUt

Fore*

Vanwu-y
Thie letlor to, trt oaaerlbas prot.rcft£ Tor tfco ptriod fpu-
, 1P53# to February ID, 19S3.

Sifhtint- reterte h*v« now b»en processao Vf to airi ii*.luilo,-
Octobcr 15, 195*. twluttioL oT alfhtlnr reports hac b*en coapletri for

to anc iacludine July 31, 1952.

Fralininarj awjjil* by IBT BachiAw of <UU free sitht nr
wports dated bafort. 195? btc» on January 26, I953. Tnir wcri Is ccn-
Uimla{, and results of the analyalr *U1 bt fortcmied infornalOr tc
CaptAli B^pclt ac bcwi as ther are available.

One two-day evaluation conference hu held durlnr thla report
pariod, onJamar? 22 aa. 23, 1953, Bocawe onli- ok j»ui represeotaUT
«m« anllabU to participate in the confortire, less than the normal
mront of «rav vae accccpliah*d. (Osnally, 150 to 200 cues can be
mlaated darlar a two-daj- vralsaUon confanoBe. On January 22 art 23,
1553, U5 case? mm vmlotted.)

r and rvaluEtion of 1952 alrtitln- rej-crtr 1« cortlndBf.
nth cnlaatloD eenferancBf MLeddat! aa they en necessa^. All

■lffctlAc «*porte rwxiirtnc for the year IP'S ahcmld be procetaal fcr
Kaxrh 15, 1«53- It ««:*. aaar daU. all •Itf-tiut rej^rtf dated prior tc
Septenbcr 1 are expected tc ba •valoatct..

Very trol. yourt,

WTEiej

CCi HcJ. L. G. -MtcLur

HiHir T. Rait:
Supervisor
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as it circled the noon At short intervales a mate to the object

could be seen a short ways behind it They continued to circle the

moon in a large oval with the longer part of the oval to the north and

south Visibility was perfect and at no time did clouds obstruct the

view There was only one light on each object and it appeared to be

very bright yet far away The night was too clear and I am not cap

able of stating altitude although my estimate of speed was close to 900

miles per hour as compared to the jet aircraft I have seen The obiect

flew m a quivering sort of way as it wiggled back and forth m flight

There was no sound and the last I s-aw was when they were heading south in

the direction where they were first sighted " 194

Ruppelt and BUTE BOOK learn of George Adamski

It took a while but finally on February 25, 19S3 the report on Aiamski by Air

Force Special Agent Donald F Farbstein, 18th OSI District, was forwarded to

BUJE BOOK It read in part

"Investigation was predicated on an anonymous telephone call on 12

January 1953, indicating that at(deleted) telephone could be learned a
matter of grave concern to the national security Adamski's secretary

indicated she had information which could only be related to the OSI and

FBI

"An interview with Adamski revealed he was interested in photographing
and reporting on such phenanenon as flying saucers and the spacemen who
fly on these space ships Adamski turned over alleged photographs of
•flying saucers1 and a message placed on one film pack by alleged 'space

men * Interview with Adarasici was conducted in coordination with the San

Diego Office of the FBI, which office declined investigative jurisdiction "

195

Battelle rushes its work

As explained by Dr Hynek. the Battelle Memorial Institute's study of UFO

reports on file with BLUE BOOK was suppose to give support to the Robertson

panel's conclusions A series of letters in BLUE BOOK files written by
Battelle supervisor William Reid tells of the effort to rush work so as to

complete the job by early 1953 Besides the unexpected quality and quanity

of the 19S2 reports, what also slowed progess was having to retrieve some of
the early UFO reports .covering the years 1947 and 1948, fran Harvard Univer

sity where they had evidently been well scrutinized since the documents were

in disarray It is interesting to think that the notorious anti-UFO Harvard
professor Donald Menzel had been busy with the files, for sane reason having
the "need to know" as they express it in the Intelligence canmunity Dr

Menzel was giving numerous lectures and was preparing a book about UFOs which
was due out right after the Robertson panel finished its deliberations

(See photocopies of Reid's letters)

APRO's odd benefactor

Kith the passage of time Coral Lorenzen, Director of the Green Bay, Wiscon

sin, "Aerial Phenomena Research Organization," learned of the curious CIA-Ro

bertson panel recommendations that urged a watch be maintained on her private

group(as well as the Los Angeles CSI) in the event of a big UFO flap due to the
group's "potential great influence" with the American public, an influence

possibly subversive, or at the very least "irresponsible " Those were strong



words to describe the tiny, loosely linked, bunch of amateurs.

Since She felt that tuiy upuuuii ur
.- tentative She eventually questioned Dr Hvnek on
) received only passing attention during the panel

Official interest in APRO would explain

to^tSS •*• conversations
Even more disturbing was the discovery Mrs Lorenzen made m 1953

when she received a letter fron one of her group's most enthusiastic mem-
oers, a man who claimed to have had sane experience m the Intelligence
field The contents of the letter, dated February 22, 1953, was of no

w^6^^*1'..1*^ w MIPortant was the nearly invisible mpress-
«£L- ^T? words,that became legible when the light reflected off the
S2Tf ?£K ? jUSt ?* Tight "«le &lde"«y the sheet had been used
thfiLlSF^S001*? lettCT "ld *» ** cau8ftt «« Lorenzen's eyeshe tossed the sheet of paper into a file basket What triggered a

^I1S!Cti?l*W! hCT U*"6 P°sltionoi at the top of the sheet followed
-^1*3™? 2°J* m Inte"^ence report." She surmised that the

^KJrJJ2TJ!!!! *T2L? Piaten for a ^^ "w OT her «** her activities
When questioned, APRO's benefactor did not deny authorship and offered

rtw^. ^jen, c^Wered a lame excuse The fellow said he wrote such
things as a 'habit" which enabled him to "formalize his impressions of peo-

^iffL."!*^5*16 searchedJ™ mano^» Mr* Lorenzen recalled one negative
thing about the person. She rmanbered that on nuserous occasions she had
theories'7 ?19? attenpts to get APRO to anbrace metaphysical

Keyhoe becomes restless

Impatient because Al Chop had not contacted hin for some time, late in
February Keyhoe took the miative and phoned the PIO's Pentagon office As
J2"8* Chop was in conference but the person who took the call was the fellow
who had been passing on important inside information to Keyhoe all along and
this man took the opportunity to chat This source mentioned the sharp in
crease in UFO reports which Chop had also noted, and he also informed Keyhoe
of the spectacular sight™* of a huge, 100-foot, disc over Lake Erie(22 Feb-

r^Tin 2? had S™"1* ""ghten fears in Air Force Intelligence that another
Dig ufo flap loaned Of greater import, however, was the news that the CIA
had recommended debunking UFOs, a revelation that stunned Ke>hoe who never
suspected that the cloak and dacger boys were involved Keyhoe immediately
pressed for details but of course few could be given Thus, within weeks of
the Robertson panel's adjournment, Keyhoe learned of the existence of the
secret proceedings and something of its implications

Here is how Keyhoe quotes his source

"The Air Force gave seme of their top men a secret briefing The CIA
people adwsed them to put out a new report, debunking the saucers the
way they did in '49 -tell the public the project was ended, and then
carry it on underground It'd probabl> be top secret " 197
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Keyhoe was incredulous such a policy was thought possible in light of the

cooperation the Air Force had already given him

Before Keyhoe could recover from the bad news of the CIA's intervention,

he got a call from Al Chop who announced he was resigning his PIO post so he

could take a job with private industry That was more bad news because it

meant the end of an excellent working relationship that had provided Keyhoe

with so much UFO information Chop had been sympathetic to pro-UFO ideas
The next PIO may not be so inclined

That evening Keyhoe visited Chop at his home where the two men talked
about the situation Chop insisted his resignation had nothing to do with
the UFO controversy and merely was a personal career move, nonetheless, in

view of the hard line policy toward UFOs developing, he had no regrets about
leaving his PIO job

Chop confirmed that people in Air Force Intelligence were sharply divid
ed over what to do with UFO information, especially the sensitive Tremonton
UFO film Two groups within Air Force Intelligence were at odds with one
another, he said, with sane officers content with the "unexplained" conclu
sion tut they were opposed by others who wanted to stress the seagull theory
That anyone would favor the bird idea astonished Keyhoe who exclaimed "You're
kidding1" Knowing that both the Air Force and Navy photo labs excluded the
bird answer, Keyhoe demanded to be told what authorities were going to say to

the press,so Chop explained that it had been suggested that the two military
test results be mentioned but not treated m detail, and other films showing
sunlight reflecting off balloons and seagulls be shown along with the UFO
film As he listened to this Keyhoe became angry Chop, noting the emo
tional response, said -something in defe se of tne "anti-UFO group"(Without
giving any clue he may have known anything about the Robertson panel] by re
marking "They honestly think they're right -that its better to keep the

; quiet and not stir up people " 198

What BUJE BOCK files say

A search of Air Force records disclose the following which seems to con

firm Chop's statements as reported by Keyhoe

"Reference Telecon #27, 26 Feb 53. USAF Item d ATIC concurs on
proposed press release to accompany movies taken by Warrent Officer
Officer Newhouse Suggest you might change fourth sentence to read.
Quote 'Examination of the film to date allows deduction that the images
were caused by surfaces having good light reflective qualities, such as
seagulls, or balloons, or by bodies or substances possessing high inten
sity light sources * Unquote Since many people who have been asked to
cairaent on these films have stated that they firmly believe the obiects
to be seagulls or balloons, wording the above sentence to include these
items indicates the Air Force has given this possibility some thought
yet it does not state that we can prove they are balloons or seagulls '

199

The proposed press conference Chop's view

As a specialist in press relations Chop scoffed at the Mr Force's plan
because he was well aware news people were not a bunch of fools and would
see through the scheme Why hold a big news conference just to show a

v *>
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film of what were believed Co be birds or balloons' Why a build-up over

nothing*
The proposed press showing was to be held the next afternoon and Chop

asked Keyhoe to contact him about 4 00 p m.

The following day

At the agreed hour Keyhoe arrived at Quip's office and found a grim-
looking Orop. Qiop said the press conference idea had been killed after a
long discussion of the difficulties that might result. It was agreed that
there was only two options 1.) The military could tell all, or 2 j The
military could say nothing The safe thing to do was to say nothing and that
was the military's choice 199

Thp real deciding factor, however, was the intervention ot the CIA which

used its power to stop the "Fournet group " Chop confirmed to Keyhoe the CIA's

role and also revealed orders to debunk UFOs in a national campaign by the
"planting" of stories in the newsoedia which reflected the view that UFOs
were so much poppy-cock 200.

The cancellation of the press conference was an enormous disappointment to
Keyhoe yet he was encouraged by the fact that many in the government and mili

tary believed as he did and wished him success In fact the very day of the

cancelation he had received a note fran an official in the Defense Department,

urging the military to tell all about the Tremonton case , and blasting cer
tain "human ostriches" in the Air Force for not having the courage to face
the unpleasant truth that there was » definite pattern to UFO reports 201.

Keyhoe looks elsewhere ' '

The Tremontan business now• blighted hope, Keyhoe turned to pursuing a
clue to a supposed hush-lush UFO study that was rumored to be highly contro
versial. Questioned about the hearsay, Chop canfixmed Keyhoe's information
to a limited extent, but due to security could only say that a certain analy
sis of UFO cases had been completed in the Fall of 19S2 and its conclusion was

rather definite , a conclusion Chop did not want to reveal since he was not
sure of its current classificaticnflhe study was the one conducted by Fournet
and his team which concluded that reported UFO maneuvers indicated that the
obiects were under intelligent control and must be machines from outer space)
A sympathetic Chop nevertheless composed a letter intended for public circu
lation which recognized Keyhoe's association with project BIDE BOOK, as well
as terming the ex-Marine flyer turned journalist a responsible and accurate
reporter, and finally stating that the Air Force was aware of Keyhoe's extra
terrestrial visitor bias Not content to leave it at that, Chop went an to
write that the Air Force had always considered the aliens from space theory
a valid possibility and that same in the military were convinced an unknown
phenomenon of a very strange nature may indeed exist. Furthermore, Chop ad
mitted that competent observers had reported what seemed to be controlled
maneuvers by UFOs and if the observers are to be believed, one would have to
accept the extraterrestrial conclusion(What Chop did in this letter was

paraphrase the conclusion of the Foumet study). 202
Keyhoe was delighted with the letter because at last he had something

"official" in writing that appeared to give its blessing to the space visitor
theory(We have to note, however, the careful language used in the key part of
the letter which states "-if observers can be believed."
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Keyhoe learns of Ruppelt's disaffection

S
Keyhoe things were even worst ™na*™™£S ?n newsDaoers and magazines

ay; Jtsgx Z^^S^srss^sst1

temporarly, February

as the Air Force's "top UFO man "

Hynek also confirmed the new anti-UFOpolicy Mccjjajto Dr

What happened to Dewey Fournet?

^Sied xhat ^ conversions did
WESSS SFS deaMh s^auon- usually to have
transferal and that Dewey Foumet was one example 207

Questioned years later

involved in the official

up a HQ as 'an unfinished Air Force document 208.

February 28th
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r i5 weI??LsSEje,?tte!I'>t t0 Prove ^licity caused UFO reports A graph
found a, BIUE BOOK files Of special interest is the reference to the ^
Robert Montgomery Presents" T V program which mention an "abduction *' Even
tnoigh the account is fictional, it may have sane historial value because it
may have inspired supposed "true" incidents. The prograo shown the last week
of January, 1953, was entitled The Outer Limit and starred Jackie Cooper
Onis writer has not seen the episodTandihus cannot conaent on the content )
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The above expression is attributed to French UFO authority Capt Cleroum
who coined it to discribe an impressive manifestation that appeared in the sky
above Beirut, Lebanon, the evening of February 28, 1953 The principle wit
ness to the phenomenon was an engineer named Philippe Daures, a contractor
doing work at Beirut International Airport Daures was living in a Beirutapart-
ment on the seashore that looked out over the Mediterranean

The evening of the 28th was dark with a slight mist in the air although the
stars were visible At about 6 40 p m Daures spotted a vivid red body out
over the water at an altitute he estimated to be 2,000 feet The body gave off a

crimson glow that was steady in its intensity and was unaccanpanied by any green
or white lights required of aircraft Since the strange glowing object was
moving quickly seaward and soon would be out of sight, Daurces hurried over to
his neigbor to get another witness to the phenomenon His neighbors, professors
Miles. Aibry and Baydre, happened to be hone and when they answered their door,
Daurces was standing there on their doorstep asking "Would you like to see a
flying saucer*' Puzzled and amused, the two professors and Mne Baydre, fol
lowed Daurces as he entered their apartment and led them to the rear of their
hone which also had a terrace with a good view of the Mediterranean

The strange obiect in the sky was now only a "red star" in the distance, but
overhead two other similar objects had come into view headed west. It seems
there was a parade of obiects, all traveling one behind the other One of them
was fairly dose, at the zenith, which enabled the witnesses, Daurces and the
professors, to see clearly its red-orange, sharply defined disc shape. A total
of ten obiects passed overhead, equally spaced and taking about three minutes to
reach the horizon. No sound was heard at any tune 209.

"Fitful runs and stops."

The exact day is not known but close to the end of the month there occurred
an unusual manifestation in the skies of France's department of Indre-et-Loire
Just east of the town of Manthelan a M. "C G "(name withheld)was amazed by a
big red blob in the sky the size of an orange held at arm's length The "blob"
sailed silently through the sky horizontally, stopping and starting fitfully,
finally the blob made a sharp turn and zoomed northward at a tremendous SDeed
ao *^

"Making pilots feel like fools"

Che day in February Edward Ruppelt was a passenger on a United Airlines DC-6
on his way to the East Coast after visiting ADC headquarters in Colorado Springs
During the flight the airliner Captain left his co-pilot at the controls while
he walked back to the rear of the plane, and while strolling down the aisle, he
noticed Ruppelt in his Air Force uniform in the half empty cabin and stopped to
say hello Ruppelt, not mentioning his BLUE BOOK duties, casually asked the
pilot what he thought about UFOs The civilian flyer appeared to be mildly
amused at the question and brushed the subiect aside bv saying people were
always asking him that, but when Ruppelt revealed he was head of the Air Force's

UFO investigation project, the pilot became serious and quickly volunteered the

information that many of his pilot friends had sighted strange obiects they could
not identify Althoueh he personally had never witnessed a UFO phenomenon, he

said he could arrange for Ruppelt to hear sane real stones during the schelduled
layover in Chicago Ruppelt said he would be interested so it was agreed that



they would get together at Caffarello's coffee shop near the terminal build

ing

The United Airlines pilot showed up at Caffarello's with seven other pilots

The resulting bull-session turned into a verbal bashing of the Air Force's UFO

policy .with one pilot fervently declaring he wouldn't report a UFO sighting if

one flew wing-tip formation with his plane Another pilot explained such an

attitude by citing an example of "red-hot characters (Air Force investigators)
making pilots feel like fools when they reported UFOs He recalled the 1950

Jack Adams UFO encounteT over Memphis when Captain Adams said he saw a circul

ar craft with glowing portholes The Air Force insisted the object was a

meteor I The pilot relating this story knew Capt. Adams personally and could
vouch for the fact the man was an excellent observer and not sensation seeker

The rest of the pilots told similar stories

Ruppelt took the heat without complaint because he knew many airline pilots

felt the same way and he couldn't blame than.

Of the seven pilots present, three of them had encountered something myster

ious in the atmosphere and two of the three had the eerie experience of being

stalked by glowing UFOs during a night flight.
Ruppelt missed his connecting flight to Dayton but he felt the tune well

spent. 211

Making pilots seen like fools had happened once in a while in the past, now

in was to be regular policy After the session at Caffarello's it is no wonder

Ruppelt was contemplating quitting.

Was the Air Force taking UFOs seriously?

Another visitor to ADC headquarters that February was a civilian military

advisor by the name of Robert C Gardner. Mr. Gardner had obtained a letter of

introduction fran a New York official, enabling him to approach General Bejamin

Childlaw, Commanding General of the continental air defence Granted an inter

view that lasted a half hour, Gardner discussed a number of issues with the ADC

chief, one of which was UFOs General Childlaw said "We have stacks of reports

about flying saucers. We take them seriously when you consider we have lost
many men and planes trying to intercept them." 212.

Menzel's book Flying Saucers.

The hardback Flying Saucers made its debut the last days of February and its
author was Dr. DramaMenzel, professor of Astrophysics, Harvard University In

the book's preface, Dr Menzel wrote that his book was an attempt to answer the
question "What are the flying saucers.*" Many "respectable" libraries felt Dr

Menzel answered the question and would stock no other 0FO book Did he?

Who was Dr. Menzel? And what was his "conservative approach" that respect

able libraries round so irresistible

A precocious student in his youth, Menzel wenton to gain a position of pres

tige at Harvard, and during his life made major contributions in his speciality

of astrophysics. One would expert his work on UFOs to be impressive
In Flying Saucers Dr. Menzel maintained that allUFOreports were due to

misapprehended natural phenomena, that complex cases could be reduced to fun
damentally simple eocplanations He was quite hostile to assertions there were
any residuum of puzzling incidents, a position the Air Force never dared to
assume

Besides doing research into the UFO subject worthy of only a college Fresh
man, Dr. Menzel was guilty of an unforgivable sin for a man of his position.
In his discussions of UFO cases he bungled mathematical calulationsl 213
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Over the years Dr Menzel authored,and co-authored, three anti-UFO books,

and as an example of the professor's peculiar brand of skepticism, one can find

he offered a different answer to the famous Kenneth Arnold sighting in each

book! 214 Menzel's never improved over the years, in fact he got worst.

Nuclear physicist Stanton T. Friedman found plenty to fault in Menzel's

arguments propaganda techniques, character assassinations, selective choice

of facts, misrepresentations, and the lack of field investigations, yet the

professor had the gall to claim his research was conducted with an "unfail

ing scientific approach.'" 215.

Menzel1s secret life

Did Menzel write a "bad" book on purpose'' Was it a coincidence the book Fly

ing Saucers appeared m the book -stores right after the Robertson panel recora-
mSnded the UFO subject be debunked' Was there any significance in the fact that
Flying Saucers was also published m Russian by the Harvard press'*
— An examination of Dr. Menzel's private letters seems to help us understand a

few questions

In a letter to John F Keraiedy(later President Kennedy), Menzel boasted of
having a TOP SECRET ULTRA security clearance, the highest possible, and a study
of Menzel's other papers show he made frequent trips to Washington D C , and
worked with top government scientists like Vannevar Bush, J Robert Oppenheuner,
and Lloyd Berkner Those who knew Menzel well, thought highly of his discre
tion in classified matters Among the organizations he worked for during his

life, was the CIA 216.
Was Dr Menzel part of a "coverup,"one so high level that many in the Intell

igence ccrammity, including BLUE BOOK personnel, knew nothing about it"7

When Dr. Hynek was later accused by Dr Jim Me Donald of being guilty of a

"miscarriage of scientific justice," the BLUE BOCK advisor defended himself bv

saying the Generals would in no way pay him any attention since "They were
already listening to Donald Menzel and the other boys over at the Harvard Astron
omy Department as it was." 217

* Harvard University had what was called a "Russian Research Center" at this

tune Off hand, all this writer knows about the Center was that it dreamed

up Project MOOLAH which was approved by the Joint Chiefs of Staff in March

19S3 The project was a scheme to drop leaflets over North Korea offering

cash, political asylum, and anonymity to any Conmunist pilot that defected

with a MiC-15 jet fighter
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Two additional notes*

Bslow In a letter to the author,Robert Horstcneier

provides some interesting information on

Stefan Possany.

Opposite page A chart shows how real the Defense
spending issue was in the early 1950s.

I am, by the my, very Interested In the rale of Stefan T.

Posscny In the Robertaon Panel and In a later UFO developments. His

article on "Microwaves and Kind Control11, in the Rorenber-Decenber

19*. 9 Second Look, cakes an intriguing reference to bis "CPO invest

igations as an officer in Air Intelligence" fro» which he disengaged

"sons 25 years ago." Re also provides interesting consents on foo
fighters which suggest, to me, that he knew- nore about the l**J<s/C

Robertaon/Alvares foo investigation than we are able to know from

reading the final report of tbe panel. FurtheiBore, he Is the man

that the CJk checked with at toe Pentagon to ascertain the reaction

there to Keyhoe's claims. (I may have garbled thl* last point.)

And be appears In tbe 1980s along with Chris Bird and Berthold

Schwarz in Mankind Research fallaited, Inc, a sort of "mixological"

think tank with a spooky reputation. If yen bare any additional

infoxnation or sources on this gqy, I'd really •ppreciate learning
all that I can.

Finally, I an in contact with Leon Davidson and shall be at

tempting to learn core aboat the Los Alaaos Astropbysleal Associa

tion. Too nay be sure that I will keep yon Informed.

Cordially,
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sterious Aerial

Objects Observed
By Carrier CreufO,
ABOARD CARRIER VALLeV

FORGE OFF KOREA, Feb 16

'(Delayed) (AP) — Mysterious]
aerial objects flashing green

and r*d lights ha,ve been soar

Ing over the United States car]
rler task force off Korea.

Lt. James R Boulware, Coro

nado, Cal, an officer In the

operations department and for

rmer Denver radio man, said

ftwo or three" of the strange

objects showed up on the radar

lscope and ,were seen with

■glasses from the bridge of this
•27,000-ton carrier "about the]
middle of last May" off Korea!
In th« Sea of Japan. * i

RNSN J. W. Bashaw, Long.

Breach. Cal, who saw them also

said "one or two" of the ob

jects nere visible

"THEY WERE SIGHTED

first about 3 ajn and still were
flashing in the slcy at 3.45 a-m.
when I lost interest and went

to bed," said Boulware "At first

they %ere at a fairly low alti
tude Then they zoomed up high

Ind seemed to stay stationary "
Neither Boulware nor Bashaw

could estimate the altitude
or speed of the objects

Both said they watched them
on the radarscope and through

glasses from the bridge ""

"One of them was about as
bright as the North star," said

Bashaw, "but It was no star"


